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Introduction

Chapter 1

Background - Ribosomal components

1

Ribosomes are the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes in a cell that, with the help
of transfer RNAs (tRNAs), translate the genomic information encoded in messenger RNA (mRNA) into proteins (Figure 1A). An eukaryotic ribosome consists of 4
ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and 80 (79 in yeast) ribosomal proteins (Figure 1B) (1),
which form two ribosomal subunits; 40S (small subunit; SSU) and 60S (large subunit; LSU). Additionally,
over 200 factors have been
identified that bind transiently to ribosomes and
take part in ribosome processing (2). The ribosomal
subunits are assembled in
a specific cellular structure
inside the nucleus of a cell;
the nucleolus.
This chapter will focus on
the different elements that
constitute the eukaryotic
ribosome and are involved
in its processing and
assembly, paying particular
attention to rRNA.

rRNA genes

rRNAs are specialized,
non-coding RNAs present in all prokaryote and
eukaryote
species.
In
eukaryotes there are four
different rRNAs: 5S, 5.8S,
Figure 1. The eukaryotic ribosome.
18S, and 28S. The genes
A: diagram showing the translation of mRNA and the
coding for these rRNAs,
synthesis of a protein by a ribosome. B: the rRNAs that
often referred to as rDNA,
compose the large and small subunit of the ribosome.
are differently organized:
- 5S genes are organized in
clusters of tandem repeats separated by non-transcribed spacers (NTS) (Figure 2A)
with a copy number varying from species to species (3). For example, in humans
there are about a hundred copies located on chromosome 1q42 (4) and in zebrafish
there are 2,000 copies on chromosome 4 (5). 5S genes are about 120 base pair (bp)
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long and the NTS range from 58 bp to a few kb, depending on the species. Also, 5S
genes contain an internal control region (ICR) that is active as promoter for transcription (6).
- 18S, 5.8S and 28S genes are found in the same transcriptional unit, the so-called
45S rDNA, which occurs as 9-13 kb repeats in a cluster. There are several clusters in
a genome, which may contain many 45S rDNA copies (7). In humans, for example,
approximately 300–400 repeats are present in five clusters (on chromosomes 13, 14,
15, 21 and 22) (8) and in zebrafish there are two clusters on chromosomes 4 and 5
(5). A single 45S transcriptional unit contains two external transcribed spacers (ETS)
and two internal transcribed spacers (ITS) that separate the three rRNAs (Figure 2B).
The 5.8S is about 160 bp long, whereas the 18S and 28S are about 1.9 kb and 5 kb,
respectively. The transcribed spacers vary widely in size, ranging from a few hundred
bp up to 1 kb for the ITS, and up to 3 kb for the ETS.

Ribosomal proteins

Ribosomal proteins can be found in both subunits of the ribosome: 33 proteins in
the small subunit and 47 (46 in yeast) in the large subunit. They interact with specific
parts of the rRNAs, but also with each other (9).

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the generic organization of
the eukaryotic 5S (A) and 45S (B) transcriptional units.
ICR: Internal Control Region; NTS: Not Transcribed Spacer; IGS: Intergenic Spacer; ETS:
External Transcribed Spacer; ITS: Internal Transcribed Spacer.
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Ribosomal proteins can be classified according to their necessity for cell viability.
Essential ribosomal proteins are either pivotal in the assembly of the subunits or are
involved in the formation of the ribosomal functional units. Non-essential proteins
perform specific functions in the ribosome, yet their absence is not fatal for the cells,
although it can affect their growth to various degrees (10). These proteins serve various functions during translation, for example:
- giving higher accuracy of translation by interacting with mRNAs (11)
- facilitating the interaction between the two subunits, thereby being involved in ribosome functional state rearrangement (12)
- playing a role in decoding, accommodation and stabilization of tRNAs (9), through
their presence at the tRNA-binding sites of the ribosome
- interacting with translation factors (13)
Ribosomal proteins are also required for accurate cleavage and processing of rRNA
during ribosome assembly, nuclear export, and ribosome biogenesis (14).

Ribosomal factors

While ribosomal proteins are intrinsic parts of the ribosome, ribosomal factors associate with the ribosome only transiently (15). Many of these factors belong to different families of energy-consuming enzymes, notably including helicases, ATPases,
GTPases, and kinases. Their role is important during the whole ribosome assembly,
from processing the pre-rRNA, to the maturation of the 40S and 60S subunits (16).
Additionally there are also factors specific for the nuclear export of pre-ribosomal
subunits into the cytoplasm, such as Crm1 (17).

Small nucleolar RNAs

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are non-coding RNAs of about 60 to 300 nucleotides long that guide enzymes to their target rRNA for post-translational modifications, like methylations and pseudouridylations. SnoRNAs are predominantly
found in the nucleolus. The majority of snoRNAs genes in vertebrates are located
within the introns of other genes called host genes (18). Host genes are usually genes
involved in protein synthesis. Two main families of snoRNAs exist, categorized by
the conservation of their motifs and secondary structure:
- C/D box snoRNAs, which guide 2’-O-ribose methylation, are characterized by two
sequence motifs: the C-box (RUGAUGA) near the 5’-end and the D-box (CUGA)
near the 3’-end. Many C/D box snoRNAs also contain a more degenerate version
of the C and D motifs (referred to as C’ and D’), located in the central portion of the
molecule (19).
- H/ACA snoRNAs usually feature a secondary structure consisting of two hairpins
linked by a hinge region that contains the H-box (ANANNA) and followed by a short
tail with the ACA-box (ACA) (20). They are involved in the isomerization of specific
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uridines of the target rRNAs into pseudouridines (21).
There are also snoRNAs that structurally fall in these two categories, but that control
pre-rRNA folding and processing, rather than guiding chemical modifications. The
most important are U3 and U8, whose role is to cleave the 45S pre-rRNA into 18S
rRNA and 5.8S-28S, respectively (22). Usually, snoRNAs contain antisense elements
that are complementary to their target rRNAs and allow to interact with them (23).

Transcription and processing of rRNA

5S rRNA is transcribed by RNA polymerase III in the nucleoplasm. In yeast it has
a small 3’ overhang that is cut by exonucleases (3) and is pseudouridylated without
guidance by a snoRNA (24). It is however not known whether this is also the case in
higher eukaryotes.
The 45S pre-rRNA instead is transcribed by RNA polymerase I in the nucleolus
(25). The pre-rRNA then is cleaved into separate 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNAs through
a process that implicates endo- and exo-ribonucleolytic digestions (Figure 3) (26).
Also, during the processing the pre-RNAs undergo a series of modifications in which
snoRNAs play a pivotal role, as explained in the previous paragraph (25).
The relevance of rRNA can also be deduced from the fact that rRNA makes up about
80% of the total RNA in eukaryotic cells, with effectively a substantial higher expression level than regular protein coding genes. This amount is needed as a growing
eukaryotic cell typically contains about 10 million ribosomes (27).

Ribosome assembly

In the nucleolus, while the rRNA genes are being transcribed, the nascent rRNAs
recruit several ribosomal proteins, which are also crucial for their processing (14).
Then the rRNAs/ribosomal protein complexes enter the nucleoplasm and bind other
ribosomal proteins: 18S forms the pre-40S subunit (28), while 5.8S and 28S are incorporated in the pre-60S subunit (29). Concurrently, 5S forms the 5S RNP particle with
few proteins and is subsequently integrated into the pre-60S subunit (30). The exact
timing and location (nucleus or nucleolus) is not known yet (21).
Pre-60S and pre-40S subunits are subsequently transported to the cytoplasm where
they undergo separated maturation pathways; the joining of the 60S and 40S subunits into the complete, functional 80S ribosomes is instigated by binding to mRNAs
and other factors (31).

rRNA functional roles

Apart from the structural role as scaffold in the formation of ribosomes, each rRNA
has specific functions during translation. In the 40S subunit (SSU), 18S rRNA can
pair with specific sequences in the messenger RNA (mRNA) and thus possibly mod-
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Figure 3. Pre-rRNA processing pathways in human cells.
rRNA processing is a complicated process. All cleavage sites are marked on the 47S precursor and
cleavage steps are indicated in red. The primary transcript (47S) is cleaved at sites 01 and 02 on both
sides of the molecule, generating the 45S pre-rRNA, which is processed by two alternative pathways.
In a minor pathway (pathway 1), site A0, in the 5’-ETS, and site 1, at the 5’ end of 18S rRNA, are
cleaved, yielding the 41S pre-rRNA. The 41S pre-rRNA is digested at site 2 within ITS1, separating
the RNA precursors destined to become the small and large subunits, the 21S and 32S pre-rRNAs,
respectively. 21S pre-rRNA is cleaved at site E, producing the 18S-E intermediate, which is processed
at site 3 into the mature 18S rRNA in the cytoplasm. Processing of the 32S within ITS2 generates
the 12S pre-rRNA and the 28S rRNA. The 12S pre-rRNA is trimmed to produce the 5.8S rRNA
by a series of exoribonucleolytic digestions. There are two forms, short and long, of 5.8S rRNA (red
extension). In the other major pathway (pathway 2), the 45S pre-rRNA is directly cleaved at site 2 in
ITS1, prior to cleavage at sites A0 and 1, generating the 30S and 32S pre-rRNAs. Processing of the
30S pre-RNA at site A0 and 1 produces, respectively, the 26S and 21S species. Synthesis of the 26S
pre-rRNA results from partial uncoupling at cleavage sites A0 and 1; when such uncoupling occurs
the 43S pre-rRNA can also be observed. The branches that are similar in the two major maturation
pathways are boxed in blue and green. Figure from www.ribogenesis.com, used with permission.
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ulate the translation efficiency (32) or control translation in general (33). The role of
the rRNAs of the 60S subunit (LSU) is not completely clear, even if all three show
specific sites where they interact with mRNAs and transfer RNAs (tRNAs) (34). 28S
rRNA catalyzes the formation of the peptide bond (35) and there is evidence that
5.8S rRNA plays a critical role in protein elongation (36) and also the dissociation of
the 80S ribosomes into the subunits after termination of translation (37). Finally, 5S
provides a physical connection between the different regions of the ribosome and is
probably involved in the coordination of the behaviour of the functional domains in
the 60S subunit.
It is important to note that the essential translation activities are executed by rRNA
and not ribosomal proteins. In fact, many ribosomal proteins have been shown not
to be essential for survival (38, 39). This suggests that the first ribosomes were very
likely composed entirely of RNA (40) and that the translation machinery could work
before the availability of ribosomal proteins (41, 42).

Ribosomal filtering

There is accumulating evidence that ribosomes can also regulate protein expression
by selectively translating specific mRNAs (43). According to the “ribosome filter
hypothesis” the interactions between an mRNA and ribosome components can influence translation, giving the ribosome the ability to select which mRNA is translated
in a specific cell or tissue (44, 45). For example, a way eukaryotic mRNAs seems to
interact with ribosomes is via sequence complementarity to rRNA, in particular to
18S rRNA (46, 47). The interactions by base-pairing of mRNAs to the 18S rRNA are
usually located in the untranslated regions (UTRs) of the mRNAs and it seems that
they can favor or inhibit translation (48).

rRNA sequence conservation

Having a crucial role in the functioning of the ribosome, rRNAs are under a great
selective pressure. Consequently, their sequences and structures are largely conserved
between different eukaryotic species. The most conserved regions of the rRNAs are
the ones that play an essential role in the ribosomal architecture (49) or that have specific catalytic functions, such as the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) in 28S rRNA.
The PTC catalyzes peptide bond formation (35) and is ≥90% conserved in sequence
in all domains of life (50). On the contrary, the majority of the sequence and structural variations between different species are in rRNA regions far from the ribosome
core, called variable regions or expansions segments (ES) (51, 52).
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Sequence variability has been observed not only in the rRNA precursor (53), but
also in the mature rRNAs. In humans, for example, 28S has differences in the number of repeats of simple sequences in the fifth variable region (54). These segments
are generally located on the surface of the ribosome and can have specific roles in
translational control (55). The human 28S variants display a tissue-specific expression, suggesting a precise function for each of the variants. In some organisms there
are different rRNA variants expressed depending on the developmental stage like
during the life cycle of Plasmodium falciparum (56, 57). The best studied developmentally-controlled rRNA expression, however, is the dual 5S system in Xenopus. It is
known since the 1970s that in this amphibian there are two variants of the 5S rRNA,
called oocyte-type and somatic-type (58–62). These types have single nucleotide variations at six different positions (63) and, as their names suggest, differ in the timing
of their expression during development. The 5S somatic-type, which has around 400
genes in the genome, is expressed during oogenesis and from late embryogenesis on.
In marked contrast, the 5S oocyte-type has around 20,000 genes that are transcribed
in the developing oocytes, scarcely during early embryogenesis and then switched off
completely in later stages (63–65). The two variants differentially bind to TFIIIA and
the ribosomal protein L5. This is important during oogenesis, when the oocyte-type is
stored in the cytoplasm, while the somatic-type is rapidly integrated in the ribosome
complex. Oocyte- and somatic-type 5S, even with a similar genomic organization
(66), have also been observed in other organisms, mostly fish (67–69).

rDNA amplification in oocytes

Vertebrate eggs need millions of ribosomes to quickly translate the maternal mRNAs
during the first phase of embryogenesis. In Xenopus, a mature oocyte contains the
same number of ribosomes as found in hundreds of thousands of somatic cells (70).
To accomplish such a high number of ribosomes, developing oocytes amplify the 45S
rDNA in extrachromosomal circles during the pachytene stage of prophase I (71). In
Xenopus it has been suggested that this amplification is achieved through a mechanism that involves a rolling-circle intermediate that can contain up to 16 copies of the
45S gene (72, 73). The produced DNA circles can then be used to directly transcribe
the rRNAs or to create more rolling circles (73). The amplified rDNA is transcribed
in thousands of nucleoli that are not linked to the chromosomes, unlike in somatic
cells (74). Numerous nucleoli with amplified rDNA have also been observed in various fish species (75, 76).

Aim
The main goal of this thesis is the discovery and analysis of variant 5S and 45S
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rRNA types in zebrafish development and to compare the outcome with variant
rRNAs found in Xenopus and other eukaryotes, to get a better idea of their function
in zebrafish biology.

Approach
The model organism

Despite the fact that zebrafish (Danio rerio) is a model organism in several research
fields (77–81), very little is known about zebrafish rRNA. The 45S rDNA sequence
had not yet been fully characterized and 5S genes annotation has been determined
only through bioinformatics approaches, like Rfam (82). Fortunately, there is a quite
comprehensive reference genome available (5).

Zebrafish embryogenesis

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) is an ideal organism to study embryogenesis. In fact, its
embryonic development occurs very rapidly and the embryos are quite robust, able to
develop outside the mother and, crucially, their transparency allows to follow the formation of tissues and organs in detail (83). Zebrafish eggs are telolecithal, meaning
that the majority of the cell is occupied by yolk, which contains nutritive elements.
This influences the cleavages occurring during the first stages of embryogenesis as
they divide just part of the egg (meroblastic cleavage). The first cell divisions are
extremely fast and form the blastoderm, a mound of cells on top of the yolk. Around
the tenth cell division the “midblastula transition” takes place, during which the
zygotic gene transcription begins. Up until this stage, the embryo relied on transcripts
accumulated during oogenesis (maternal RNA) (84). At around 4 hours post-fertilization (hpf) the blastomer spreads over the yolk cell, in a process termed epiboly.
During the epiboly, cell movements of involution, junction and extension happen,
producing the primary germ layers and the embryonic axis. After epiboly, the somites
and neural tube develop, the rudiments of the primary organs become visible, and the
body length of the embryo increases. Between about 48-72 hpf the embryo hatches
and is called “larva”. After 72 hpf the hatched larva has completed the majority of
its morphogenesis and it continues to grow quickly.

Technologies

Affordable next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have opened the door
to comprehensive whole transcriptome analysis. By sequencing total RNA samples,
one should, in theory, identify every RNA molecule that is present in a cell. However,
since NGS is based on enzymatic reactions, there are several known and unknown
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RNA types that are sequenced poorly to not at all, such as tRNAs (85).
Especially studies on rRNAs and their variants rely on NGS because of the similarity between the various sequences, which will render microarray-based analyses less
effective. Total RNA cannot be sequenced at one time. Using the standard protocols
it is possible to separately sequence large RNA (>~200 nt), as well as small RNA
(<~80 nt). But, since 5S and 5.8 rRNA are approximately 120 and 160 nucleotides
long, an adapted small-RNA-seq protocol has been developed altering the size-selection steps as to include these RNAs types.

Outline of this thesis
We start to describe in Chapter 2 how we designed, developed and thoroughly tested
two spike-in sets meant to be used as external controls for sRNA-seq. Together, both
spike-in sets can significantly improve the technical reproducibility of sRNA-seq. We
used the knowledge acquired during the development of these controls to establish a
reproducible protocol for rRNA-seq.
In Chapter 3 we report the discovery of all transcribed variants of 5S rRNA in
zebrafish. We show that there are two types: one of maternal origin that accumulates
during oogenesis and one which is expressed in the somatic tissues. They differ in
sequence, chromosome location, genomic organization, and expression.
In an analogous way, in Chapter 4, we describe the 45S transcriptional units that are
expressed in zebrafish. We demonstrate that zebrafish is rather unique in having a
45S unit exclusively amplified in oogenesis and which rRNA are present in egg and
first steps of embryogenesis. This maternal variant has many differences compared
to the 18S, 5.8S and 28S sequences from the one that is found in somatic tissues. The
differences between the 18S rRNA types suggest specific interaction with maternal
or somatic mRNAs.
Following these findings, we focus in Chapter 5 on small RNAs derived from the
maternal- and somatic-type rRNAs and their expression during the zebrafish development. We identified several small rRNA-derived RNAs that as a common feature,
are present at levels that are not correlated to the levels of the rRNAs they are supposedly derived from.
Finally, in Chapter 6, all results are discussed. We present here our hypotheses and
ideas on how the existence of two distinct rRNAs types can influence the ribosome
assembly and translation in general.
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Results
In this thesis, we describe various variants of rRNA genes in the zebrafish genome
plus characterize their expression during zebrafish development. We have also developed an effective control for small RNA-seq (sRNA-seq).

Optimization of RNA-seq

We show in detail that our two sets of external synthetic oligoribonucleotides can
improve the quality of sRNA-seq. In particular:
- SRQC (Size-Range Quality Control) set, consisting of 11 oligoribonucleotides
(10–70 nucleotides), is able to reproducibly track down biases in the size-selection
during sRNA-seq.
- ERDN (External Reference for Data-Normalization) set, consisting of 19 oligoribonucleotides, is useful for sample-to-sample normalization in differential-expression
analysis of sRNA-seq data.

rRNA maternal variants

We were able to determine which rRNA variants are expressed in various zebrafish
tissues and discovered that there are two main types: one of maternal origin and one
expressed in the somatic cells. Interestingly, this is the case not only for 5S, a fact true
for many organisms, but also for 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA.

Specific insertion of non-LTR retrotransposons

The differences in the sequence between maternal- and somatic-type 5S rRNA
allowed us to discover new members of the Mutsu retrotransposon family that can
insert themselves specifically in the maternal- or the somatic-type 5S rRNA genes.
The way these retrotransposons amplify themselves in the genome could explain the
evolution and different genomic organization of the two 5S rRNA types.

Maternal 18S rRNA – maternal mRNA interaction

We analyzed the sticky regions (known to be complementary to parts of the mRNA 5’
UTR) in maternal- and somatic-type 18S rRNA and found that they show quite some
sequence variation. We showed that these differences might lead to specific interactions with maternal or somatic mRNAs and thus support the RNA filter hypothesis.
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There is an increasing interest in complementing RNA-seq experiments with smallRNA (sRNA) expression data to obtain a comprehensive view of a transcriptome.
Currently, two main experimental challenges concerning sRNA-seq exist: how to
check the size distribution of isolated sRNAs, given the sensitive size-selection steps
in the protocol; and how to normalize data between samples, given the low complexity of sRNA types. We here present two separate sets of synthetic RNA spike-ins for
monitoring size-selection and for performing data normalization in sRNA-seq. The
size-range quality control (SRQC) spike-in set, consisting of 11 oligoribonucleotides
(10–70 nucleotides), was tested by intentionally altering the size-selection protocol
and verified via several comparative experiments. We demonstrate that the SRQC
set is useful to reproducibly track down biases in the size-selection in sRNA-seq.
The external reference for data-normalization (ERDN) spike-in set, consisting of
19 oligoribonucleotides, was developed for sample-to-sample normalization in differential-expression analysis of sRNA-seq data. Testing and applying the ERDN set
showed that it can reproducibly detect differential expression over a dynamic range
of 218. Hence, biological variation in sRNA composition and content between samples is preserved while technical variation is effectively minimized. Together, both
spike-in sets can significantly improve the technical reproducibility of sRNA-seq.
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Introduction
Small RNA (sRNA) is commonly defined as the fraction of the transcriptome that
contains all RNA molecules shorter than 200 nucleotides (1). This class of cellular molecules includes for example: micro-RNA, miRNA (2); piwi-interacting
RNA, piRNA (3); transfer RNA, tRNA (4), 5S and 5.8S ribosomal RNA, rRNA
(5); small nuclear RNA, snRNA (6); and small nucleolar RNA, snoRNA (7). Being
highly diverse in length, structure and expression, sRNAs have been described to
perform a wide variety of functions ranging from post-transcriptional regulation (8)
and silencing of mobile genetic elements (9), to processing of pre-mRNA (10) and
post-transcriptional modifications (11). However, the exact function and biological
relevance of most known sRNA species is largely unknown. Yet, since many sRNAs
are emerging as essential regulators of numerous biological processes, there is an
increasing desire to study their expression behavior in parallel with that of mRNAs
and long-non-coding RNA. As microarray and qPCR are less suitable methods to
study sRNAs, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has quickly become the standard
technology to measure sRNA expression levels (sRNA-seq) (12). When using sRNAseq for sRNA expression analysis, there are currently two main challenges that need
to be dealt with: i) how to check the size range and distribution of isolated sRNAs
between samples, given several sensitive size-selection steps in the protocol; and ii)
how to optimally normalize data between samples given the low complexity of sRNA
types. Because both issues are essential for accurate quantification of sRNA expression differences between biological samples, they have to be addressed properly.
Standard sRNA-seq protocols contain some form of size selection at one or more
steps in the procedure, even when starting from total RNA. The common protocols
that are being used to isolate sRNA for input in sRNA-seq enrich for RNA molecules
in a limited range of roughly 15 to 100 nucleotides. These protocols are relatively
unstable, often due to (undetected) contaminants in the samples or subtle changes
in the final ethanol concentrations, which may result in sRNA isolation over a different size range or with a different efficiency per given size between samples. Such
variations are undesirable and could erroneously be interpreted as the result of differential sRNA expression. As such, the performance of the size-selection steps has
to be checked with proper controls. The best approach would be to design synthetic
spike-in controls that cover the protocol’s relevant sRNA size range and add these to
all samples at the beginning of the procedure.
Expression-data normalization aims at minimizing variation that is not the result
of biological effects and is thus essential for detecting the biologically relevant differences in gene expression (13). This is similar for both RNA-seq and sRNA-seq,
with an important difference being that sRNA-seq involves low complexity samples
in which sometimes as few as ten transcripts make up 50% of all reads in a sRNA
sample (this study). Hence, statistical normalization approaches that are frequently
used in RNA-seq data analysis, such as global normalization using the total number
of (mapped) reads (14, 15), should be applied to sRNA-seq with the utmost caution
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(13, 16, 17). In particular when they rely on the assumption that the number of differentially expressed sRNAs is negligible compared to the size and complexity of
the small transcriptome. Especially for sRNA, scaling on the number of obtained
sequencing reads can be problematic if cellular RNA content and composition are
significantly different between tissue types or have changed drastically as a result of
the biological stimulus or condition under study (18). Under such circumstances of
global gene-expression shift, the relative quantitative comparison of transcriptomes
will be subject to substantial bias. Another RNA-seq normalization strategy is to
use an internal biological reference that is constant over all samples within a given
study. So far, universal internal sRNA references have not been discovered and are
unlikely to exist. Given the low complexity and high variability in sRNA samples,
the best normalization approach would therefore be based on an external reference
that is established by adding synthetic spike-ins at a constant spike-in to total RNA
ratio. This is different from the internationally accepted standard spike-in control set
(ERCC) that was primarily designed to inspect data-normalization procedures (19)
and is, as of recently, cautiously being used to normalize RNA-seq data (20). In any
case, the ERCC set only contains RNA controls that are too large (>250 nucleotides)
for sRNA-seq (19), so a new set of small spike-ins is needed for the normalization of
sRNA-seq data.
Therefore, to address these sRNA-seq issues, we developed, implemented and tested
two dedicated external spike-in sets for use in sRNA-seq experimentation: one set of
size spike-in controls to monitor size bias in the entire sRNA-seq procedure (sRNAseq size-range quality control; SRQC) and another set of data-normalization spikeins for use as an external reference in the normalization of sRNA-seq expression data
(sRNA-seq external reference for data normalization; ERDN). In summary: with
these two spike-in sets, we are able to evaluate the quality and size-range of the RNA
size-selection and perform effective data normalization in sRNA-seq.

Material and Methods
Biological materials

Adult zebrafish (strain ABxTL) were handled in compliance with local animal welfare regulations and maintained according to standard protocols (http://zfin.org).
The breeding of adult fish was approved by the local animal welfare committee
(DEC) of the University of Leiden, The Netherlands. All protocols adhered to the
international guidelines specified by the EU Animal Protection Directive 86/609/
EEC. Adult zebrafish and oocytes were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at
-80°C. Before freezing, fish were put under anesthesia using 0.02% buffered 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (Tricaine).
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Total RNA and sRNA isolation

Whole zebrafish or isolated tissues were pulverized in liquid nitrogen with a mortar
and pestle, after which sRNA isolation was performed using the miRNeasy Mini
Kit (Qiagen). In brief, powdered tissue was homogenized in TRIzol Reagent (Life
Technologies) and 1-bromo-3-chloropropane (BCP) was added. After centrifugation
RNA partitioned to the upper aqueous phase, which was carefully removed and subjected to column-based sRNA isolation according to the manufacturers’ instructions.
RNA concentration was measured on a NanoDrop ND-2000 (Thermo Scientific)
and RNA integrity was examined on a 2200 TapeStation instrument using R6K and
High Sensitivity R6K ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies).

Design of the data-normalization and size-range quality control
spike-in sets

A list of candidate random RNA sequences of the desired length was generated
using the following constraints: maximum homopolymer length of two nucleotides,
GC-content between 40 and 60%, ΔG for hairpin formation > -0.5 kcal/mol at
37°C (UNAFold: http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/), and an E-value >10 when aligned
against the NCBI nucleotide collection (nr/nt: http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) using
BLASTN. From these candidates 19 sequences of 25 nucleotides long were selected
for use as external reference for data-normalization (ERDN) spike-ins. For size-range
quality control (SRQC) spike-ins different sequences were selected of 10, 16, 19, 22,
25, 28, 34, 40, 50, 60 and 70 nucleotides long. The 10-nucleotide SRQC spike-in was
not checked using BLASTN because of its short size. These sequences were obtained
as single-stranded oligoribonucleotides with a 5’-phosphate and polyacrylamide gel
purified (Eurogentec S.A.). The oligoribonucleotides were dissolved in 100 μM in
RNase-free TE (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8 and 1 mM EDTA) and stored in aliquots at
-80° C.

Next-generation sequencing

sRNA libraries were prepared according to the manufacturers’ protocols using the
Ion Total RNA-Seq Kit v2 (Life Technologies). Briefly, adapters were ligated to the
sRNA and a reverse transcription reaction was performed. The resulting cDNA was
amplified and at the same time barcoded with IonXpress RNA-Seq BC01-BC16
(Life Technologies). The yield and the size distribution of the amplified cDNA were
assessed using the 2200 Tapestation with the Agilent D1K ScreenTape (Agilent Technologies). Emulsion PCR was performed using the Ion PI Template OT2 200 Kit on
an Ion OneTouch 2 Instrument, after which the template-positive Ion PI Ion Sphere
Particles were recovered, quantified with a Qubit 2.0 ﬂuorometer, and enriched using
an Ion OneTouch ES (Life Technologies). Sequencing was carried out on the Ion
Proton system using an Ion PI Chip v2 and Ion PI Sequencing 200 kit (Life Technol-
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ogies) following the manufacturers’ protocols (Revision 3.0).

Data access

All sequencing results are accessible through the European Nucleotide Archive
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/) under the project accession number ERP007147. For
detailed info see Supplementary Data 4.

2

Bioinformatics analysis
Mapping NGS reads to spike-in sets
Before alignment of the reads to the spike-in sets, all reads were trimmed to 40 nucleotides from the 3’-end using Trimmomatic 0.30 (21) (option CROP:40). Bowtie2 (22)
was used for the alignment of the trimmed reads to the synthetic spike-in sequences.
The parameters used for alignment were -L 6 -i S,0,0.5 --ignore-quals --norc --scoremin L,-1,-0.6 -D 20. This corresponds to ~10% of mismatches allowed. Samtools
(23) was used to convert the alignment results to the BAM file format. Reads were
selected only if the alignment length was >80% of the target length using the Rsamtools package (24).
Mapping NGS reads to sRNA
For miRNA alignment, all reads were trimmed to 30 nucleotides and reads shorter than 15
nucleotides were discarded. Trimmed reads were aligned to the mature zebrafish miRNA
sequences from miRBase version 20 (25–29) with Bowtie2 using the same settings as
used for spike-in sequences alignment. Only reads with perfect alignments were selected.
For piRNA alignment, all reads were trimmed to 40 nucleotides and reads shorter
than 12 nucleotides were discarded. Trimmed reads were aligned to both strands of
piRNA sequences from piRNABank (30) with Bowtie2 using the same alignment
score settings as used for spike-in sequences alignment. Only reads with perfect alignments were selected. Finally, Samtools (23) was used to convert the alignment results
to the BAM file format.
Normalization
For testing the SRQC spike-in set using different ethanol concentrations (Figure
2A, Supplementary Figure 1.1 and Supplementary Figure 2.3) the number of reads
that mapped to each size spike-in was first divided by the total number of zebrafish
miRNA reads for that sample and then multiplied by the average number of mapped
miRNA reads over all samples.
ERDN-based normalization (Figure 2B, Figure 4, Figure 5C-F) was performed by
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first calculating size factors from the ERDN counts using the DESeq R package (31).
These size factors were then used to scale the number of reads between the samples.
By this approach all ERDN spike-ins contribute in the normalization procedure,
irrespective of their abundance. For comparison, this normalization procedure was
repeated using the miRNA-mapped reads as input to calculate the size factors in
DESeq.
R2 calculation (Figure 4A)
The levels of each fold-change control in all eight dilutions were evaluated by individually plotting their relative input concentration against their normalized number
of reads. These data should follow a linear relationship on a log2 scale with a slope
that equals the fold-change difference between consecutive dilution mixes. The difference between the observed and expected fold-changes was thus assessed by linear
regression with a fixed slope of 1 (log2 of the expected 2-fold changes), returning the
coefficient of determination (R2) as a measure of similarity.
Down-sampling raw sequence files
Down-sampled fastq files were generated by randomly sampling 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0,
4.5 and 5.0 million of reads from the original fastq files (starting respectively from
7,611,054,; 6,343,893; 6,990,446; 6,082,600; 6,227,225 and 6,054,478 total reads)
using the Seqtk tool (http://github.com/lh3/seqtk).

Results and Discussion
Development of a size-range quality control (SRQC) spike-in set for
sRNA-seq

In order to make RNA-seq libraries that are focused on sRNA (<200 nt), library
preparation protocols contain size-selection steps at different stages in the NGS procedure. For example, the size range of Ion Torrent technology based NGS libraries
is controlled by sRNA isolation from total RNA, followed by size selection after
cDNA synthesis and after library amplification. Unfortunately, the performance of
these size-selection steps can be sample-dependent, as well as sensitive to variation
in lab handling. This may have a significant impact on the sequencing outcome. For
this reason, we decided to design a set of external sRNA size-range quality controls
(SRQC) to allow checking of the NGS size-selection steps. These controls are to be
added to total RNA as early in the procedure as possible and enable routine monitoring of a consistent size selection of RNA isolation, library preparation and sequencing, from the beginning to the end of the procedure. As the standard sRNA isolation
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Figure 1. Design and testing of small-RNA size-range quality control (SRQCs) spike-in
set.
A) Technical reproducibility. sRNA-seq analysis over six independent SRQC spike-in experiments.
Triangles in the dot plot represent the non-normalized read count of six technical replicates for each
SRQC (SS-10 to SS-70). (B) SRQC sequences. Size spike-ins (SS-) of 10 to 70 nucleotides long.

methods followed by standard sRNA-seq, investigate sRNA in the range of about
10 to 70 nucleotides, we decided to design an SRQC spike-in set that consists of 11
synthetically-synthesized, single-stranded 5’-phosphorylated oligoribonucleotides of
increasing length (10 - 70 nucleotides; Figure 1B).
The differences in sequencing efficiency between the individual spike-ins can be
considerable, so we started by levelling-out most of these variances. At the same
time, we sought for an appropriate concentration for each SRQC oligonucleotide
that allows reliable measurement, but avoids using-up too many sequencing reads.
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For this purpose, an equimolar mix of all SRQC oligoribonucleotides was added
to identical zebrafish sRNA samples at 9.6∙108, 9.6∙109 or 9.6∙1010 total number of
spike-in molecules per μg of total RNA. Next, sRNA-seq was performed, omitting
all size-selection steps, resulting in 1.5, 1.1, and 1.4 million reads, respectively, with
the number of reads mapping to each spike-in varying between 0.01 and 14.8% (Supplementary Figure 1.1A). The concentration of each individual spike-in was adjusted
to obtain similar percentages of reads for all spike-ins in the mix (Supplementary
Table 1.2). In addition, the overall concentration of the SRQC mix was chosen to be
1.9∙1010 oligoribonucleotides/μg of total RNA, which will produce sufficient reads
for accurate counting, while consuming at most 1-2% of the total number of reads
in each sample.

Testing the SRQC spike-in set for sRNA-seq

It is obviously extremely important for any control to be robust. Hence, to evaluate the reproducibility of the SRQC spike-in set, we performed a test experiment.
Zebrafish total RNA (including sRNA) was split in six equal aliquots to which equal
an amount of SRQC mix was added. On these spiked samples, a standard sRNA-seq
analysis was performed, including all size-selection steps. The results show that the
technical reproducibility of the spiking and sequencing procedure is high (Figure
1A). Although the SRQC spike-in set reveals a standard sRNA-seq size range from
~10 to 50 nucleotides, it is evident that the sRNA-seq procedure is optimized for
sequences between 16 and 25 nucleotides long, i.e. the miRNA range (Figure 1A).
Based on these findings, we concluded that the reproducibility of SRQC spiking and
sequencing is sufficient for monitoring the quality of the size selection in the sRNAseq procedure.

Applying the SRQC spike-in set in sRNA-seq

Next to reproducibility, sensitivity is another important issue of experiment controls.
To investigate this for the SRQC spike-in set, we designed an experiment in which
we manipulated the size-selectivity range of the sRNA isolation protocol. In the Ion
Torrent sRNA-seq workflow (Supplementary Figure 2.1), it is recommended to first
isolate sRNA by removing large nucleic acids (>200 nucleotides) from total RNA
using a low ethanol concentration in combination with silica-based spin columns.
Changing the ethanol concentration affects the sRNA isolation size range. Therefore,
zebrafish total RNA was spiked with the SRQC mix, split into equal aliquots and
subjected to sRNA isolation using either: standard, standard plus 6% or standard
minus 6% ethanol concentrations. sRNA-seq analysis of the isolated sRNA samples
showed a clear effect of ethanol on the SRQC read counts (Figure 2A). At a higher
ethanol concentration, an increased number of reads was observed for the longer
spike-ins, while at a lower ethanol concentration the opposite effect was observed. In
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Figure 2. Using SRQCs to monitor size range in sRNA-seq.
(A) Monitoring size-range biases in sRNA isolation. Fold abundance here is for each size
spike-in the ratio of the observed number of reads divided by the number of reads found when using
the standard ethanol concentration. (B) An example of biased size range in sRNA-seq. Fold
abundance here is for each size spike-in the ratio of the observed number of reads divided by the
number of reads in the adult male zebrafish sample.

a similar fashion, we have altered all other size-selection steps in the library preparation protocol (Supplementary Table 2.2) using alternative ethanol concentrations.
The size range profiles that were obtained again demonstrated the ability of the
SRQCs to detect size-range selection biases anywhere in the sRNA-seq procedure
(Supplementary Figure 2.3).
To test our SRQC spike-in set in a real-life scenario, we evaluated the isolation of
sRNA from two different biological samples. It is our experience that the standard
sRNA isolation protocol performs differently when using zebrafish oocytes as compared to somatic zebrafish tissues, presumably due to impurities from the oocytes’
chorion. Hence, total RNA from adult zebrafish (whole body) and oocytes was spiked
at a fixed SRQC/total RNA ratio and analysed by sRNA-seq. The size range that was
shown by the SRQCs revealed a marked loss of spike-ins smaller than 28 nucleotides
in the sRNA fraction from oocytes compared to the adult (Figure 2B). This means
that scientists who want to analyse for instance the miRNA population of oocytes
using a standard sRNA isolation protocol might erroneously conclude that there are
only few miRNAs in an oocyte.
In conclusion, these findings demonstrate that the SRQCs can be used to reliably
detect differences in the size selection of sRNA-seq. We recommend including
SRQCs in each sample to enable routine quality control monitoring of the sRNA-seq
procedure for undesirable size-range biases that might occur anywhere in the RNA
isolation and/or sequencing procedures. Size-range variations between samples will
result in noisy expression data, thereby frustrating the reliable identification of e.g.
differentially expressed miRNAs. Lastly, we believe that SRQCs can be useful for all
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NGS platforms that rely on size-selection steps, such as the gel-base size selection in
Illumina’s TruSeq sRNA-seq protocols.

Development of an external reference for data-normalization
(ERDN) spike-in set for sRNA-seq

Data normalization is an important element in omics experimentation. Between
samples there are differences in technical efficiency that result in variations in the
generated data. Correct normalization of gene-expression data is therefore paramount for the accurate comparison of expression levels. Normalization is typically
performed with the premise that the expression of the vast majority of genes does
not change. This assumption does not necessarily hold true for the different types
of sRNA because of the lower complexity of the sRNA pool in comparison with
a full transcriptome. As an example, we investigated the quantitative diversity of
the miRNA pool in adult zebrafish (Figure 3D). The ten miRNAs with the highest
number of reads consumed approximately 50% of all miRNA reads. For this reason,
variations in the expression of these highly abundant miRNAs between different biological samples can have a substantial impact on the total miRNA pool, thus ruling
out normalization strategies that are merely based on the (total number of) miRNA
reads. In this scenario, normalization would ideally be performed using transcripts
that are invariant in expression across all samples and that span the entire range
of expression levels. For this purpose, we designed a dedicated set of small-RNA
external-reference data-normalization spike-ins (ERDNs) to serve as such invariant
references between samples. When combined with total RNA at a fixed spike-in to
RNA ratio, these oligoribonucleotides can be used to normalize sRNA expression
profiles based on the total RNA starting input prior to size selection.
The use of synthetic spike-ins for normalization of sRNA-seq data was previously
published (32). As acknowledged by the authors, their approach was limited by
the use of only three different oligoribonucleotides. Moreover, the concept was
not extensively tested, nor developed further as they did not use these spike-ins in
the sRNA-seq libraries in later studies (33). Another approach is using commercial
miRNA mixes with spike-ins in equimolar quantity (34, 35). However, these mixes
are less suitable as they do not span the entire expression range, a desired characteristic for a good baseline population to be used in normalization (36). Also, as these
spike-ins are identical to known miRNAs published in miRBase, they cannot be used
as internal spike-ins for sRNA-seq. We therefore designed the ERDN spike-in set to
include 19 single-stranded 5’-phosphorylated oligoribonucleotides of 25 nucleotides
long (Figure 3C) that cover the entire expression range of sRNA . As before, we first
compiled an ERDN mix in which the individual spike-ins are balanced for differences in sRNA-seq efficiency (Supplementary Figure 1.1B and Supplementary Table
1.3) and consume about 3% of the total number of reads,
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Figure 3. Design and testing of external small-RNA normalization spike-ins (ERDNs).
(A) Technical reproducibility. sRNA-seq analysis of six independent ERDN spike-in experiments.
The average non-normalized number of reads for each normalization spike-in plotted against the
median number of reads of each spike-in over the six technical replicates. Error bars indicate standard
deviations. (B) Dynamic range of miRNA expression in zebrafish. Zebrafish miRNAs are
shown, sorted by increasing abundance and plotted against their corresponding average number
of reads over the six replicates. Error bars are standard deviations (n=6). (C) ERDN sequences.
Oligoribonucleotide sequences of the 25-mer ERDN spike-in set. (D) Quantitative diversity of
the zebrafish miRNA pool. Zebrafish miRNAs are shown sorted by decreasing abundance and
plotted as cumulative fraction of reads that is consumed by each miRNA. The dashed line indicates
the fraction of the reads used up by the ten most abundant miRNAs.

Testing the ERDN spike-in set for sRNA-seq

Given that the normalization spike-ins will function as a fixed reference in a variable
biological sample, high technical reproducibility of spike-in sequencing is essential.
To evaluate this, the ERDN mix was added six times independently to equal aliquots
taken from a single batch of zebrafish total RNA. The samples were individually
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subjected to sRNA isolation and sRNA-seq. Reproducibility was high for spike-ins
with more than 100 reads and gradually decreased for lower read counts (Figure
3A), as was previously described for RNA-seq (37). Comparison of the number of
reads that mapped to known zebrafish miRNAs (Figure 3B) demonstrated that the
read distribution of the ERDN spike in set (Figure 3A) covers the entire dynamic
range of miRNAs in these biological samples, i.e. from a single read to 2105 reads
per 4 million total reads on average per technical replicate. We conclude that, from a
technical perspective, the ERDN mix could be suitable for use as a reliable reference
for data normalization in sRNA-seq.
In order to test this, we designed an experiment in which predetermined fold-changes
were artificially introduced in zebrafish total RNA using external test spike-ins of
various sizes (10-70 nucleotides; Supplementary Data 3). The effect of ERDN-based
normalization on these fold-changes was assessed. After sRNA isolation and sRNAseq the number of reads mapping to the fold-change spike-ins varied between 0 and
104, thus covering a large part of the dynamic range of the ERDNs (105 reads). To
then evaluate the efficacy of the ERDN spike-in set in normalization, the following
approach was taken: since the fold-change mixes were added to an identical background of zebrafish RNA, a scaling based on the number of miRNA reads would
be the best available normalization method to compare ERDN-based normalization
to. We therefore performed a data normalization using the ERDN spike-in set and
evaluated how close the results would match with the absolute data normalisation
based on the identical miRNA background in these samples. Subsequently, the coefficient of determination (R2) between the observed and expected fold-changes was
calculated and used to check the performance of the normalization procedure. The
average R2 values for all fold-change test spike-ins were 0.87±0.12, 0.92±0.06, and
0.91±0.07 for non-normalized reads, total-number of mapped miRNA reads normalized data and ERDN-normalized data, respectively (Figure 4A). We conclude that
the accuracy of the observed fold-changes significantly improves, close to the best
possible normalization reference, when the ERDN spike in set is used as an external
reference for data normalization.
We next took an alternative approach to analysing these data by investigating the
effect of ERDN-based normalization on the variance of the replicate zebrafish
miRNA measurements (n=8), which represent identical technical replicates. For this
purpose, the standard deviation distribution of the mapped zebrafish miRNAs was
calculated for each miRNA over all eight replicates and plotted in a kernel density plot
(Figure 4B). ERDN-based normalization significantly diminishes variability between
replicates, almost as well as the normalization based on total miRNA-mapped reads
from identical samples.
Lastly, we checked whether our ERDN-based normalization strategy would also
work on RNA with sizes outside the miRNAs or piRNA size range. To that end,
we used the SRQC spike-ins as representative sRNAs covering sizes from 10 to 70
nucleotides. The reproducibility of the number of SRQC reads was used as a readout for the effectiveness of ERDN-based normalization. First, sRNA-seq data from
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Figure 4. Evaluating ERDN-based normalization.
(A) Effect of ERDN-based normalization on the dilution data of the fold-change
oligoribonucleotides. Linear regression analysis was performed on plots of the dilution factor
versus the number of reads obtained for the 2-fold serial dilutions of each fold-change oligonucleotide.
The difference in the coefficients of determination (ΔR2) between non-normalized data and DESeqnormalized data is plotted for each fold-change oligo (SS-10 to SS-40). DESeq normalization was
performed using as a reference either the number of miRNA-mapped reads (green) or the ERDNs
(blue). SS-50, SS-60, SS-70 are not showed as they have <10 reads in more than 3 runs. (B)
Effect of ERDN-based normalization on the variance of replicate miRNA samples. The
standard deviation of the number of reads (log2) obtained for each zebrafish miRNA was calculated
over the eight replicates used under (A). The results are presented in kernel density plots where the
density (vertical axis) signifies the number of miRNAs that have a particular standard deviation
(horizontal axis). Red, not normalized; green, normalized with total miRNA-mapped reads, and
blue, normalized with ERDN. (C) Average raw read distribution of small RNA and SRQC.
The average non normalized number of reads of the six different samples were calculated and plotted
against the length of sRNAs (blue, left y axis) and SRQC spike-ins (black, right y axis). The error
bars show the standard deviation. (D) Effect of ERDN-based normalization on the variance
of sequences of different length. The standard deviation of the number of reads (log2) obtained
for each size spike-in was calculated over six female zebrafish samples, for non-normalized data and
ERDN-normalized data.
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six different female zebrafish spiked with the SRQC and ERDN mixes was randomly
down-sampled to mimic an experiment with a larger variance in sequencing depth.
Otherwise, the total number of reads between these samples would have been too
similar (CV=0.087) to monitor a clear improvement of SRQC reproducibility. Next,
normalization based on the ERDN spike-ins was performed, showing a robust reduction of the variance of the SRQC reads over most of the tested size range (Figure
4D). The variance did not improve for 70-nucleotide spike-in after normalization, but
this is likely a consequence of the low number of reads that mapped to this spike-in
sequence (<100) brought about by the size-selectivity of the standard Ion Torrent
sRNA-seq protocol (Figure 4C). We conclude that the ERDN spike-ins can be used
to effectively normalize for variable sequencing depth over the range from 10 to 70
nucleotides.
In summary, the ERDN spike-in set yields reproducible results in the size range from
10 to 70 nucleotides and covers a dynamic range of 218 while having a ~2-fold difference in number of reads between consecutive spike-ins. ERDN-based normalization
improves the fold-change response of artificial fold-change controls and improves
technical reproducibility of sRNA sequencing. We suggest the use of ERDNs for
sample-to-sample normalization of sRNA-seq data, in order to achieve a more accurate quantification of differential expression between biological samples.

Applying the ERDN spike-in set in sRNA-seq

In contrast to our test experiment with identical sRNA zebrafish samples, normalization on the number of mapped reads will fail to correctly preserve information
on differential expression in cases where sRNA content and composition differ significantly between biological samples. To demonstrate the applicability of ERDNbased normalization in such a scenario, we applied our normalization spike-in set
in a sRNA-seq experiment comparing sRNA expression profiles of male and female
zebrafish. For the analysis, we have chosen to focus on miRNA and piRNA, as these
are abundant and their sequences are readily available. Total RNA was isolated from
the whole bodies of four adult male and four adult female zebrafish and spiked with
the SRQC and ERDN spike-in mixes at a fixed total-RNA/spike-in ratio. sRNA-seq
analysis showed that the size distribution of the NGS reads is remarkably different
between female (Figure 5A) and male (Figure 5B) zebrafish, with 10% versus 29%
of the reads mapping to miRNAs, respectively. We turned to the SRQC spike-ins to
see if this difference was caused by unequal size-selection ranges between female and
male zebrafish. We previously observed a substantial difference in the size-selection
performance between somatic and oocyte zebrafish samples (Figure 2B and 5D) that
hampers proper analysis of sRNA-seq data. For the adult female and male zebrafish,
however, the SRQC spike-in set revealed an almost identical size-range distribution,
suggesting that no artificial size-based skewing between samples was introduced during the library preparation (Figure 5C). We can therefore conclude that the female
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← Figure 5. Using ERDN for normalization of samples with different miRNA content.
(A and B) Size distribution of sRNA in female and male adult zebrafish. Histograms of the
number of reads versus the read length are shown for a female (A) and a male (B) adult zebrafish.
Blue, all reads; red, miRNA-mapped reads and green, piRNA-mapped reads. Reads shorter than 9
nucleotides are not included. (C and D) Size-selection profile in zebrafish samples. Comparison
of the SRQC reads between the female and male adult zebrafish (C) and between male and egg (D).
(E and F) ERDN-based normalization preserves the natural miRNA content. Reads were
normalized by DESeq using as a reference either the number of mapped reads (E) or the ERDN
spike-in set (F). For each miRNA and piRNA, the average number of reads was calculated over four
female and over four male zebrafish. The log2 ratio of male over female miRNAs (red) and piRNAs
(green) is displayed in kernel density plots. The vertical dashed line indicates an equal number of
reads in female and male zebrafish.

samples contained a substantially smaller fraction of miRNAs compared to the male
samples, probably due to the vast amount of maternal RNA originating from the
oocytes. In this situation, normalization on the total number of miRNA-mapped
reads would skew the results towards a levelling of the ratios between male and
female samples. Indeed, density plots of the male over female miRNA ratios show
that a mapped-reads based normalization centres the distribution of log2 ratios close
to zero for both miRNAs and piRNAs (Figure 5E). In contrast, normalization using
the ERDN spike in set as a reference retains the biological difference, thereby demonstrating a higher miRNA content in male zebrafish and a similar overall expression
of piRNAs compared to female zebrafish (Figure 5F). Hoen et al. suggest to treat the
small RNA population not as a whole, but as a set composed by smaller subsets such
as miRNA, piRNA, etcetera and then to normalize on the number of reads of each
subset (38). However, this approach was not successful in our case as shown before.
That might be due to the fact that Hoen et al. checked for variability through identical
replicates sequenced in different laboratories, while in our case we compared two
biologically very different samples. Together, these findings prove that normalization
on subsets mapped reads is not suitable in experiments, where the composition of the
sRNA pool is different between samples. The addition of ERDN spike-ins to total
RNA samples at a fixed ratio, however, effectively enables normalization relative to
the amount of starting total RNA. Hence, biological variation in sRNA composition
and content between samples is preserved while at the same time technical variation
is effectively minimized.

Supplementary Data
Supplementary Data are available at NAR online
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Abstract

3

5S rRNA is a ribosomal core component, transcribed from many gene copies organized in genomic repeats. Some eukaryotic species have two 5S rRNA types defined
by their predominant expression in oogenesis or adult tissue. Our next-generation
sequencing study on zebrafish egg, embryo and adult tissue, identified maternal-type
5S rRNA that is exclusively accumulated during oogenesis, replaced throughout the
embryogenesis by a somatic-type, and thus virtually absent in adult somatic tissue.
The maternal-type 5S rDNA contains several thousands of gene copies on chromosome 4 in tandem repeats with small intergenic regions, whereas the somatic-type is
present in only 12 gene copies on chromosome 18 with large intergenic regions. The
nine-nucleotide variation between the two 5S rRNA types likely affects TFIII binding and riboprotein L5 binding, probably leading to storage of maternal-type rRNA.
Remarkably, these sequence differences are located exactly at the sequence-specific
target-site for genome integration by the 5S rRNA-specific Mutsu retrotransposon
family. Thus, we could define maternal- and somatic-type MutsuDr subfamilies.
Furthermore, we identified four additional maternal-type and two new somatic-type
MutsuDr subfamilies, each with their own target sequence. This target-site specificity,
frequently intact maternal-type retrotransposon elements, plus specific presence of
Mutsu retrotransposon RNA and piRNA in egg and adult tissue, suggest an involvement of retrotransposons in achieving the differential copy number of the two types
of 5S rDNA loci.
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Introduction
5S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is a small (~120 nucleotide) RNA component of the
ribosome complex in most domains of life (1, 2). Together with two larger rRNAs,
5.8S and 28S rRNAs, it forms in eukaryotes the scaffold of the large ribosomal
unit, while the fourth type of rRNA, 18S, does so for the small ribosomal subunit.
Counterintuitively, in most eukaryotes the 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA genes are transcribed as a single transcriptional unit (45S) with the rRNA sequences separated by
internal-transcribed spacers (ITS), whereas 5S rRNA genes exist as individual genes.
All rRNA genes occur in units of tandem-repeats that are interspersed with variable
non-transcribed spacers (NTSs) (3). However, while 5S rRNA genes are individually transcribed by RNA polymerase III outside the nucleolus (4), the 45S rRNA
transcriptional units occur in so-called nucleolus organizer regions (NORs) and are
transcribed inside the nucleolus by RNA polymerase I (5). The 45S rRNA precursor
is subsequently processed into the three individual rRNA types by a complex and
well-regulated mechanism (6). Remarkably, 45S rRNA production can be boosted by
additional amplification at the DNA level (rDNA). Especially during oogenesis this
results, for example in Xenopus laevis, in the unique production of large extra-chromosomal DNA circles containing hundreds to thousands of rDNA repeating units (7).
While at first it would seem that the numerous rRNA gene copies throughout the
genome reflect the large amount of rRNA needed for cell functioning (“dosage repetition”), it turns out that the 5S rRNA gene also exhibits so-called “variant repetition”
(3). Indeed, it has been shown in some eukaryotic species that there are at least two
families of 5S rRNA (8). These two families differ by just few nucleotides and have
been defined as oocyte- and somatic-type, for they are expressed during different
developmental stages: the somatic-type 5S rRNA is transcribed during oogenesis, late
embryogenesis and adult form (9). Whereas the oocyte-type 5S rRNA is abundantly
transcribed in developing oocytes, scarcely in early embryogenesis and switched off
in somatic cells (10). Interestingly the two 5S rRNA variants also show a different
genomic organization: in Xenopus, the 5S rRNA somatic type gene has about 400
copies in the genome, while the oocyte gene type has about 20,000 copies (11).
Such variant repetition of 5S rRNA genes was first shown in X. laevis (8), and later
in a few other organisms (12–14). However, poorly represented or even entirely
absent rDNA sequences seem to be a common issue in many currently-assembled
genomes (15), which might hamper the discovery of 5S rRNA variants. A recent
review emphasized our lack of knowledge regarding full rRNA sequences in higher
eukaryotes, because of the imperfection of modern technology for highly-repetitive
sequence analysis, and doubted whether all the rDNA repeats are intact functional
genes or what other functional sequences are interspersed with them (16). For example, the 5S rRNA of zebrafish (Danio rerio) has not been thoroughly described, despite
being one of the most versatile model organisms (17–21). In fish, 5S rRNA seems to
also have an oocyte- and somatic-type (13, 22), but their expression pattern has never
been investigated, yet.
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Usually, 5S rDNA loci are, with the exception of interspersing retrotransposon elements, quite strictly, repetitively organized. 5S rRNA genes in zebrafish are insertion
targets for a specific family of retrotransposons called Mutsu (23). The DNA sequence
of Mutsu retrotransposon elements is approximately 5,500 base pairs long and consists of two open reading frames (ORFs) flanked by untranslated regions (UTRs).
The first ORF encodes an RNA-binding protein that functions as a chaperone and the
second ORF encodes a protein-complex that has endonuclease and reverse transcriptase activity. Mutsu retrotransposons belong to the group of long interspersed nuclear
elements (LINE) that have a distinct way of replicating and integrating themselves
into the genome (24–26). Thus far, three subfamilies of Mutsu have been identified:
MutsuDr1-3. Their sequence-specific insertion targets are located about 20 nucleotides downstream of the 5’-terminus of 5S rRNA genes, which results in disruption
of the 5S rRNA genes. It is believed that Mutsu retrotransposons could still be active
in the zebrafish genome, as their ORFs can encode functional proteins (23).
In this study, we first characterize all the putative 5S rRNA sequences present in the
zebrafish genome and then, by using a wide range of biological samples, demonstrate
for the first time the existence of maternal- (oocyte-) and somatic-type 5S rRNA variants in this model organism. Also, many available 5S rRNA genes, although being
organized quite strictly, seemed not to be expressed in all samples tested. Even more
exciting is the observation that the part of the 5S rRNA gene that varies between the
two families might be linked to the functioning of the Mutsu family of retrotransposons and consequently suggest involvement of retrotransposons in the copy-number difference of the two 5S rDNA loci.

Results and Discussion
5S rRNA variants in zebrafish

To make an inventory of the zebrafish 5S rRNA variation, we first established all
potential 5S rRNA gene sequences present in the zebrafish genome. For this, we
grouped the 5S rDNA sequences as annotated by Rfam (27) together with similar
sequences in the zebrafish genome (assembly GRCz10). A total of 758 putative 5S
rRNA gene sequences plus genome location are annotated by the Rfam bioinformatics prediction algorithms. As some of these putative 5S rRNA gene sequences
are identical, i.e. gene copies, we collapsed them to 734 unique sequences, i.e. 5S
rRNA variants. Furthermore, since the Rfam approach might not have detected all
5S rRNA genes, we leniently searched the genome for sequences similar to the 734
Rfam-predicted unique 5S rRNA variant sequences. In this way we detected 9,081 5S
rRNA genes in the zebrafish genome (Supplemental Table S1) that consisted of 6,309
unique sequences of putative 5S rRNA variants. Often gene copies of these 5S rRNA
variants are present as well-organized tandem gene repeats dispersed throughout the
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25 chromosomes, with a strong preference for chromosome 4 (Supplemental Fig. S1
and Supplemental Fig. S2).
Because collectively these 5S rRNA gene copies including NTSs represent about 0.1%
of the complete zebrafish genome, it is obvious that they are not all actively expressed.
To identify those 5S rRNA variants that are expressed, we analysed the expression
of each putative 5S rRNA variant in a wide variety of tissues. For this we applied an
adapted small-RNA-seq approach on an egg pool (51 M reads), an embryonic time
series (49 M reads), a whole-body adult-male sample (40 M reads), and an femaleadult tail sample (7.7 M reads). The latter sample was added to include somatic
female tissues without ovaries and developing oocytes. Mapping the small-RNA-seq
reads to the sequences of the 6,309 unique putative 5S rRNA variants, revealed that
only 83 (Supplemental Table S1 and Supplemental Table S2) were expressed above
the set threshold in the analysed zebrafish tissues. These 5S rRNA gene variants are
collectively present in 2,513 gene copies in the genome, with three frequently-occurring variants; 5Sseq1 (1,663 copies), 5Sseq22 (533 copies), and 5Sseq31 (44 copies)
(Supplemental Fig. S3). All other variants have less than 15 copies in the genome
(Supplemental Fig. S3). The reduction from 9,081 putative to 2,513 functional 5S
rRNA genes is in line with the known fact that there are large numbers of 5S rRNA
pseudogenes (28, 29). It has to be noted though that it is difficult to sequence 5S
rRNA with regular next-generation sequencing protocols. It may, therefore, be that
the expression of some 5S rRNA variants is underestimated. Also, it is impossible to
determine which of the gene copies are expressed for each 5S rRNA variant.
The 5S rRNA are quite similar, as all but two variants (5Sseq86 and 5Sseq87) showed
only one or two nucleotide differences compared to the 5S rRNA consensus sequence
(Supplemental Fig. S3). 5Sseq86 and 5Sseq87 showed eight and nine sequence differences, respectively, seven of which are identical (Supplemental Fig. S3 and Supplemental Fig. S4). Where 5Sseq86 and 5Sseq87 are located on chromosome 8 (1
copy) and 18 (12 copies), respectively (Figure 1A), all other 5S rRNA gene variants
are primarily located on chromosome 4 (Figure 1A), sometimes chromosome 22, or
non-assembled genomic scaffolds (Supplemental Fig. S3). The presence of 5S rRNA
repeats on the long arm of chromosome 4 has also been shown by fluorescence in-situ
hybridization (30, 31).
This genomic organization seems to be concordant with that found in Xenopus
(32) and other fish (13), like Oreochromis niloticus (22). Remarkably, neither variants 5Sseq86 and 5Sseq87 are present in the Rfam database, probably due to their
sequence differences compared to the consensus sequence, combined with the fact
that their NTSs are significantly longer (several kb) than most NTSs (57 nucleotides)
between the other zebrafish 5s rRNA genes (Figure 1A). This genomic organisation
is also observed in Oreochromis niloticus, where there are also two 5S rRNA gene variants: one with a short spacer and the other with a long one (22). However 5Sseq86
and 5Sseq87 are present in recently developed 5SRNAdb version 2 (33) as variant
sequences E02726 and E02725, respectively. In this database for zebrafish two other
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Figure 1. 5S rRNA variant types and their expression in zebrafish.
A: Chromosomal localization and organization of the maternal-type (blue) and somatic-type 5S (red)
rRNA main clusters in the zebrafish genome. The colored parts on the chromosomes indicate the areas
with 5S rRNA genes. In the zoomed-in parts, each colored rectangle is an individual 5S rRNA gene
and each white rectangle is a MutsuDrS1 retrotransposon with two potential ORFs (black).
B: Sequence comparison of the 5S rRNA variant types. Maternal: Seq1 sequence; somatic: Seq87
sequence. Internal Control Regions are shown as colored boxes: A box (yellow); internal element (grey);
C Box (light brown) (13, 67). The probes used for Northern blotting are indicated with colored lines.
C: Expression of the 5S rRNA maternal and somatic-types indicated by percentage of total 5S
rRNA sequencing reads. Adult FT= adult-female tail; Adult MWB: adult-male whole-body.
D: Northern blot analyses with total RNA from zebrafish eggs and adult (male) tissue and probes as
indicated in 1B. Probe 5S-M recognizes a sequence specific for the maternal-type 5S RNA; probe 5S-S
a sequence specific for somatic-type 5S RNA, and probe 5S-C a common sequence between the two
5S RNA variants. Each panel contains lanes from the same gel. In the second panel the contrast was
adjusted as the LNA 5S-S probe gave very bright signal.
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5S rRNA sequences are present, E02727 and E02728, which seem to be 5Sseq87
variants, as they are different by one nucleotide. However, we were not able to detect
these gene variants in the zebrafish genome. All other 5S rRNA variants we characterized are not present in the 5SRNAdb, despite occurring most frequently in the
genome.

Developmental-stage-specific expression of 5S rRNA variants

Once all 5S rRNA gene variants were defined, it became possible to determine
their expression during development in the sequenced RNA content from egg until
adult tissue samples. It became quickly clear that there are two distinct types of 5S
rRNA genes: of the 83 expressed zebrafish 5S rRNA variants, only two, 5Sseq86
and 5Sseq87, were virtually absent in egg, but made up almost a 100% of all 5S
rRNA in adult tissue (Supplemental Table S2). Hence there are maternal-type 5S
rRNA genes that produce virtually all 5S rRNA in eggs and somatic-type 5S rRNA
genes that produce virtually all 5S rRNA in adult somatic tissues (Figure 1C). This
is similar to observations in Xenopus, even though the expression of rRNA types
in zebrafish is almost mutually exclusive for the mentioned developmental stages
(Supplemental Table S2), whereas in Xenopus this is was reported to be less absolute
(34). Given that one 5S rRNA type is replaced by another 5S rRNA type, which
resembles the maternal mRNA clearance during early embryogenesis (35, 36), we
named the egg-dominant type “maternal” instead of “oocyte” type like in Xenopus,
as mentioned earlier (8). Analyses of 12 intermediate embryonic-development stages
showed that the maternal-type 5S rRNA is steadily replaced by the somatic-type 5S
rRNA during embryogenesis (Figure 1C). This is likely caused by the continuous
degradation of the maternal-type rRNA accumulated in an oocyte, combined with
the continuous expression of somatic-type rRNA during embryogenesis.
rRNA genes are not expressed during the first stages of Xenopus embryogenesis and
the onset of 5S RNA synthesis is found at the blastula stage (37). By the end of
gastrulation, the Xenopus embryo is synthesizing almost exclusively the somatic-type
5S rRNA. Although we did not quantitatively measure zebrafish 5S rRNA, the
relative read counts show that there probably is somatic-type 5S rRNA expression
at an earlier embryonic stage in zebrafish: at the egg stage only 0,1% of the reads
originate from somatic-type 5S rRNA, whereas in the first three embryonic stages
this is already 3,3% (Figure 1C and Supplemental Table S2). This is in line with the
findings in Xenopus and sea urchins, where 5S rRNA synthesis can be detected in the
early blastula stage (38). The regulation of the transcription of the 5S rRNA types in
zebrafish is likely regulated epigenetically or by chromatin arrangement as is shown
for Xenopus (39) and other organisms (40–42). For instance, the long arm of chromosome 4 in zebrafish, where the maternal-type 5S rDNA clusters are located, has very
few protein-coding genes and high heterochromatin content (43), which could be a
way to suppress the maternal-type 5S rRNA expression during embryogenesis and in
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adult tissues.

Confirmation of 5S rRNA types expression

3

To confirm the observed developmental-stage-specific expression of 5S rRNA variants, we performed qPCR-analysis with primers specific for the two expressed 5S
rRNA types. The results clearly confirmed the RNA-seq findings (Supplemental Fig.
S5). However, because both approaches rely on cDNA synthesis, we also checked our
sequencing results by Northern blot analysis. This is feasible because the differential
expression of the 5S rRNA variants is rather absolute. We designed three probes that
were either specific for one variant type or could detect them both (Figure 1B). These
Northern blot analyses confirmed our sequencing results (Figure 1D).
To verify the validity of our RNA-seq approach for 5S rRNA, we applied it also
to Xenopus laevis, as it is the most studied organism for the 5S rRNA heterogeneity during development (44). It has been reported that X. laevis has three main 5S
rRNA gene types: X. laevis oocyte-type (Xlo), X. laevis trace oocyte-type (Xlt) and X.
laevis somatic-type (Xls) (34). RNA from X. laevis egg and adult tissue (kidney) was
sequenced and the results (Supplemental Table S3) confirmed the data present in the
literature (34): somatic-type 5S rRNA constitutes over 93% of the 5S rRNA present
in adult tissue, while in the egg almost all (~99%) 5S rRNA present is of oocyte
origin (Supplemental Table S3). Confirming the presence of the Xenopus 5S rRNA
types give us confidence that our next-generation sequencing approach, in which we
sequence full-length 5S rRNA molecules, can be used to discriminate between the
expression of closely related 5S rRNA gene variants.

Interpreting the differences between the 5S rRNA types

The zebrafish major maternal- and somatic-type 5S rRNA variant sequences differ
by nine nucleotides (8%), which are all located in the 5’ half of the rRNA sequence
(Figure 1B). These differences are located in 5S rRNA residues that are moderately
conserved between organisms (Supplemental Fig. S6B and Supplemental Fig. S6C).
It is worth noting that phylogenetic analyses suggest that this differentiation of
maternal- and somatic-type in 5S rRNA occurred independently in the lineages of
lamprey, bony fishes and amphibians (12). In X. laevis, the sequences of the two 5S
rRNA families differ in six nucleotides yet only one is at the same position as in
zebrafish (Supplemental Fig. S6A and Supplemental Fig. S6C). Remarkably, this was
also a differential position in Misgurnos fossilis and Tilapia (Supplemental Fig. S6C).
Perhaps more relevant is the fact that in both zebrafish and X. laevis most differential
nucleotides are in the B-loop of the rRNA molecule (Supplemental Fig. S6A).
The sequence differences between the 5S rRNA types obviously may have an effect at
the DNA level and/or RNA level. For instance, although TFIIIA binds to the internal element of the 5S rRNA gene promoter (Figure 1B), which has no nucleotide dif-
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ference between the two 5S rRNA types, the close-by upstream nucleotide differences
in the Internal Control Region still might affect transcription. In X. laevis TFIIIA and
ribosomal protein L5 bind differently to the 5S RNA types. During oogenesis the
maternal-type 5S rRNA is preferentially stored as 7S ribonucleoprotein particle (7S
RNP) (= 5S rRNA + TFIIIA), or 42S RNP (= 5S rRNA + Thesaurin b/p43) in the
cytoplasm whereas the somatic-type is rapidly integrated in the ribosome complex
via the binding of the L5 ribosomal protein (5S RNP) (45, 46): 5S rRNAs, maternaland somatic-type genes, are transcribed during the early stages of the oogenesis ,
before assembly and storage of the ribosomes (47). While, during these stages the
TFIIIA amount is at its maximum (48) , it binds both 5S types and stores them in the
cytoplasm. During vitellogenesis, the synthesis of ribosome’s components and their
assembly starts (49), while the L5 protein is also produced. The Xenopus somatic-type
5S rRNA binds to L5 because of its higher affinity to L5, and this RNP complex
is then transported into the nucleus to be integrated into ribosomes. The Xenopus
maternal-type 5S is also recruited by L5, but at a slower rate. It has then been proposed that the somatic-type 5S rRNA may be suitable for short-term use in proteins
synthesis in the developing oocyte, whereas the maternal-type could be used in the
ribosomes that need to be stored for many months in the mature oocyte (38). Xenopus somatic-type 5S rRNA has not been detected in the pool of stored ribosomes,
suggesting that it may result in lower metabolic stability of its ribosomes (9).
Such a process could also exist in zebrafish because of the nine maternal- versus
somatic-type differential nucleotides; three reside in the 5S region where the L5 is
known to interact (Supplemental Fig. S6A) (4). In fact, the affinity of L5 to 5S rRNA
seems to be directly linked to the nucleotides in the helix III and the loop C (50). It
is interesting to note that in Xenopus, a U43A artificial mutation in loop C, which
resulted in a marked decrease in affinity to L5, is identical to the difference between
the somatic (U43) and maternal (A43) types in Zebrafish (51).
In Xenopus, the (long) repeats of 45S rRNA transcriptional units are amplified
extra-chromosomally during the oogenesis to enable the production of the massive
amount of rRNAs needed in the developing embryo (7). For the (short) 5S rRNA
genes, no DNA gene amplification is needed as they occur in multiple copies in the
genome (11). To verify if this is also the case for zebrafish 5S rRNA genes and knowing that amplified rDNA is still present in the mature egg (52), we analysed the copy
number of maternal- and somatic-type 5S rRNA genes with real-time PCR in both
zebrafish egg and adult tissue. Our results show that the 5S maternal-type rRNA
genes are not amplified in the oocyte (Supplemental Fig. S7). It is interesting to
notice that 12 5S rRNA copies suffice to produce the, as compared to normal genes,
still quite large quantity of 5S rRNA in somatic cells. At the same time, we have to
be aware that rRNA genes are notoriously poorly assembled and annotated in any
genome (15), even though the current assembly of the zebrafish genome seems rather
accurate with respect to rDNA sequences.
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Linking 5S rRNA variants to different members of the retrotransposon Mutsu family

3

As we were investigating the different genomic organisation (Figure 1A) of the two
5S rRNA variants on chromosomes 4 and 18, we noticed that the rather strictly organized repeats of maternal-type 5S rRNA gene copies were regularly interrupted by
DNA stretches of about 5 kb without obvious gene copies. Upon further investigation,
these spaces typically contained retrotransposon sequences. Mutsu has been reported
as a family of autonomous non–long-terminal-repeat (non-LTR) retrotransposons,
that insert the genome via specific target sequences in zebrafish 5S rRNA genes (23).
These retrotransposons encode for two proteins: an RNA-binding protein that functions as a chaperone and a protein-complex that has endonuclease and reverse transcriptase activity. There are three Mutsu subfamilies reported: MutsuDr1, MutsuDr2
and MutsuDr3, with their associated specific DNA target sequence. As it turned out,
the Mutsu retrotransposon target sequences are located exactly in the region of the
5S rRNA gene where the maternal- and somatic-type rRNA genes differ the most (6
out of 9 nucleotide differences) (Figure 2A). As the Mutsu retrotransposons function
via a specific target sequence, this means that only specific MutsuDr subfamilies can
insert either in maternal- or somatic 5S rRNA genes.
To further explore the relationship between Mutsu retrotransposons and the 5S rRNA
types, we searched for Mutsu elements within the 5S rRNA genomic locations at
chromosome 4 and 18 (39.6 Mb and 45.5 kb, respectively). We found 27 MutsuDr1-3
retrotransposon elements (Dr1: 11; Dr2: 11; and Dr3: 5) on chromosome 4 (Figure
2C), mostly associated with the 5S rRNA maternal-type gene repeats (Supplemental
Table S4, Supplemental Fig. S8). These however, did not explain all the observed
genomics spaces within the 5S rRNA repeat regions. Closer inspection revealed four
new Mutsu subfamilies, labelled MutsuDr4-7 with different numbers of elements
(Dr4: 16; Dr5: 11; Dr6: 7; and Dr7: 6) (Supplemental Table S4, Supplemental Fig.
S8-S10 and Supplemental File S1). At the somatic-type rRNA region on chromosome
18, two copies of MutsuDr2 appear to be present. However, at closer inspection, we
discovered in both copies an identical deleterious 26 nucleotide gap in the ORF1 of
the retrotransposon. Because of this, and the different target sequence, we labelled
these elements a new subfamily MutsuDrS2. In the same region, one other Mutsu
element was found, which was similar (~93%) to MutsuDr3, yet also with a different
target sequence, hence subfamily MutsuDrS3 (Figure 2B, Supplemental Table S4,
Supplemental Fig. S8-S10 and Supplemental File S1).
In some cases, retrotransposon copies in the genome are non-functional because of
distorted ORFs and are considered “molecular fossils” (53). However, analysing the
Mutsu retrotransposon elements in the maternal-type 5S rRNA region on chromosome 4, we found that overall in a surprising 42%, both ORFs were intact (Supplemental Table S4). In contrast, none of the three Mutsu retrotransposons in the
somatic-type 5S rRNA region on chromosome 18 has two intact ORFs. If we assume
that two intact ORFs equals an functional retrotransposon element, it is an intriguing
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Figure 2. Retrotransposon family MutsuDr linked to 5S rRNA loci
A: 5’ half of the two rRNA types that include all nucleotide differences.
Indicated are the sequence-specific MutsuDr 3’ target sites in the maternal- (blue)
and somatic-type (red) 5S rDNA sequence. Small arrows show the insertion sites.
B:
Tree
of
the
dif ferent
MutsuDr
retrotransposon
subfamilies
constructed based on their genomic consensus DNA sequences.
C: An example of the maternal-Type 5S rRNA genome organization on chromosome 4
(Supplementary File SF8): expressed 5S rRNA gene copies (5Sseq variant number, blue
arrow), non-expressed 5S rRNA gene copies (NE, gray arrow), and MutsuDr retrotransposon
elements (brown arrow). The 5S RNA NE elements right downstream of a Mutsu element
are remnants of the 5S rRNA gene that was disrupted by the insertion of the retrotransposon.
D: Relative expression of MutsuDr RNA (brown) and MutsuDr piRNAs (green) as indicated by the
fraction of the sequencing reads found for each type. Embryos: the combined samples as indicated in
Figure 1C, Adult FT: adult-female tail.
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observation that apparently in the locus with many (maternal-type) 5S rRNA genes,
several potentially active retrotransposons reside, whereas in the small (somatic-type)
locus there is none. It raises the question whether these retrotransposons were evolutionary involved in achieving and maintaining the needed high maternal-type 5S
rDNA gene copy number, as well as the limited somatic-type 5S rRNA gene copy
(54, 55). In this scenario, one function of the sequence difference, between maternaland somatic-type 5S rRNA genes could be that the different target sequence in the
somatic-type genes obstructs new integration of retrotransposons and thus stabilizing
the somatic-type 5S rRNA locus.
As a first attempt to investigate this, we searched for Mutsu retrotransposon RNA
in a RNA-seq experiment on all mentioned zebrafish samples, excluding the adultmale whole-body sample because of the presence of testis material (56). Mutsu RNA
presence could provide us with insight in the timing of retrotransposon activity. We
did detect very low, yet unmistakably Mutsu retrotransposon RNA in all but the egg
and the 64-cell single embryo samples (Figure 2D and Supplemental Table S5-A).
Since we sequenced about 48 million reads in the egg sample, the absence of Mutsu
RNA is quite convincing. Retrotransposons are restrained by associated 30 nucleotide piRNAs via a so-called ‘Ping-Pong’ mechanism (56, 57). We did find piRNAs
specific for Mutsu retrotransposon RNA in all samples, yet in the adult-female tissue
sample it was virtually absent (Figure 2D, and Supplemental Table S6-A). Overall,
Mutsu piRNAs showed a relative read count at an average of 6,500 times higher
than that of Mutsu RNA. Although we tried, the low read count, combined with
the significant homology between the MutsuDr retrotransposon subfamilies, hampered the detection of subfamily specific (piRNA) expression (Supplemental Table
S5-B and Supplemental Table S6-B). The overall distribution of Mutsu RNA over
MutsuDr subfamilies was similar to that of piRNA, hinting to a connection. A final
interesting observation was that the presence of sense/antisense piRNAs appeared
non-random over the MutsuDr elements, with each subfamily showing another pattern (Supplemental Fig. S11), which implies an intricate regulation. Altogether, the
piRNAs might represent an echo of a suppression Mutsu retrotransposon activity
during oogenesis and/or embryogenesis.

Conclusion

Evidently in zebrafish, much like Xenopus, a specific ribosomal system exists that is
dedicated to transcription during embryogenesis and potentially oogenesis. We found
a maternal-type 5S rRNA that is accumulated during oogenesis, replaced throughout
the embryogenesis by a somatic-type, and thus virtually absent in adult somatic tissue. As there are only a few nucleotide differences between the two 5S rRNA types,
one can speculate on the rationale why such a double system for translation exists.
Storage for later use in embryogenesis rather than directly forming a functional ribosome seems the most obvious reason. This is supported by the finding in Xenopus
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that a two-nucleotide difference in the oocyte-type 5S rRNA sequence affects the
riboprotein L5 binding site, which in turn leads to storage of the oocyte-type rRNA
in an RNP complex instead of immediate incorporation into a ribosome complex.
This might also be true for zebrafish as the maternal-type 5S rRNA sequence differs
three nucleotides from the somatic-type sequence at the riboprotein L5 binding site.
Typically, sequence differences in coding regions of genes are primarily interpreted
by their effect in the associated RNA or protein molecules. However, as the promoter
of the 5S rRNA genes is located in the coding part of this small gene, it is to be
expected that effects also occur at the DNA level. Some sequence differences between
the two types of 5S rRNA genes are located at the TFIII binding site, likely resulting
in altered 5S rRNA gene expression. Not only the sequence differences, but also the
huge difference in gene copies, as well as genomic location at different chromosomes,
offer mechanisms to organize this complex gene locus with its extreme demand for
expression at a precise phase in the zebrafish life-cycle. Another mechanism might
be in functional coexistence of these 5S rRNA genes with retrotransposons. We
observed many retrotransposon elements in the 5S rRNA loci that belong to known
and new MutsuDr subfamilies. Functional involvement in the maternal-type 5S
rRNA locus might be indicated by the fact that many of the present retrotransposon
elements contain two intact ORFs, where this is not the case in the somatic-type
5S rRNA locus. But the most compelling indication is the observation that the target-sites of this sequence-specific retrotransposon family is exactly at the position in
the 5S rRNA gene where the most sequence differences between the two 5S rRNA
types reside. This means that due to their specific integration target-site, functional
Mutsu retrotransposon elements in the maternal-type 5S rRNA locus are restricted
to this locus. This obviously also applies to the Mutsu retrotransposon elements in
the somatic-type 5S rRNA locus, where we did not find any intact retrotransposon
element. Additionally, the absence and presence of Mutsu retrotransposon RNA and
piRNA in eggs, respectively, together with the reversed situation in adult tissue, fuel
the need to investigate the obvious link between 5S rRNA and these sequence-specific non-LTR retrotransposons. All of this sparks the notion that the retrotransposon
elements are involved in the way the copy numbers evolved in both maternal- and
somatic-type 5S rDNA loci (55), similar to that reported in 45S (58).
Thus, several effects at the DNA and RNA level result from the sequence differences
between the two types of 5S rRNA. There will undoubtedly be more variation at
the level of gene-copy number regulation, gene-expression regulation, rRNA storage,
and ribosomal functioning, which is not entirely unexpected given that it happens at
the core of one of the most basic cellular mechanisms.
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Material and Methods
Biological materials

3

Zebrafish
Adult zebrafish (strain ABTL) were handled in compliance with local animal welfare
regulations and maintained according to standard protocols (http://zfin.org). The
breeding of adult fish was approved by the local animal welfare committee (DEC) of
the University of Leiden, the Netherlands. All protocols adhered to the international
guidelines specified by the EU Animal Protection Directive 86/609/EEC. Unfertilized eggs (oocytes) were collected by squeezing the abdomen of three spawning
females and further stored as three corresponding egg pools. A whole–body maleadult zebrafish samples, female-adult tail samples, and egg pools were flash-frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Before freezing, fish were put under anaesthesia
using 0.02% buffered 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (Tricaine).
Zebrafish embryos time course
Zebrafish embryos were collected immediately after fertilization, maintained at
28.5°C, and staged using standard morphological criteria (59). One embryo was collected at 12 embryonic-development points: 1) 64 cells (2 hpf), 2) high stage 3.3 hpf),
3) 30% epiboly stage (4.7 hpf), 4) 70% epiboly stage (7 hpf), 5) 90% epiboly stage (9
hpf), 6) 4-somite stage (11.3 hpf), 7) 12-somite stage (15 hpf), 8) 22-somite stage (20
hpf), 9) prim-5 stage (24 hpf), 10) prim-16 (31 hpf), 11) long-pec stage (48 hpf), 12)
protruding-mouth stage (72 hpf). After collection, the embryos were snap-frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C. In order to maintain a uniform genetic background, all embryos were collected from the same batch of fish stock.
Xenopus
Frogs (Xenopus laevis) were housed and maintained in a temperature-controlled aquarium in accordance with institutional guidelines. For egg collection, one female frog
was first injected with 50 units of human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) one week
before induction of ovulation. An additional 500 units of hCG were then injected
into the dorsal lymph sac one day before unfertilized egg collection to induce full
ovulation. One pool containing 20-30 eggs was collected into 1× MBS (0.1 M CaCl2
7 mL, 10xMBS 100mL, 5M NaCl 4mL, and ddH2O 888mL). After snap-freezing
in liquid nitrogen, the samples were stored at -80°C for further RNA isolation. For
isolation of adult tissues, one male frog was euthanized in tricaine methane sulfonate
solution (MS222) at a concentration of 5 g/L. The animal was immediately anatomized after death and kidney samples were collected for RNA isolation.
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DNA isolation

Zebrafish samples were pulverized in liquid nitrogen with a mortar and pestle, and
genomic DNA isolation was performed using the PureLink® Genomic DNA Mini
Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the provided protocol. DNA concentration
was measured on a NanoDrop ND-2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and DNA integrity was examined using the 2200 TapeStation System with Genomic DNA ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies).

RNA isolation

Four zebrafish samples (three egg pools further pooled together, one whole-body
male-adult, and one female-adult tail) and two X. laevis samples (one egg pool and
one male kidney) were pulverized in liquid nitrogen with a mortar and pestle, and
total RNA isolation was performed using the E.Z.N.A. MicroElute RNA Clean Up
Kit (Omega Bio-Tek). In short, powdered tissue was homogenized in TRIzol Reagent
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and chloroform was added. After centrifugation, RNA
partitioned to the upper aqueous phase, which was carefully removed and subsequently combined with 1.5X volume EtOH. This mixture (containing total-RNA)
was subjected to column-based RNA isolation according to the protocol of E.Z.N.A.
MicroElute RNA Clean Up Kit (Omega Bio-Tek). Eluted RNA (larger than 200
nucleotides) concentration was measured on a NanoDrop ND-2000 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and RNA integrity was verified using a 2200 TapeStation System with
Agilent RNA ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies). Small RNA (shorter than 200
nucleotides) was then purified from the flow-through by adding ethanol to 65%, followed by loading onto an E.Z.N.A. MicroElute RNA column (Omega Bio-Tek). The
column was washed using RWT once and RPE wash buffer once (Qiagen). The concentration of small-RNA was measured on a NanoDrop ND-2000 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and RNA integrity was examined using a 2200 TapeStation System with
Agilent RNA ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies).

Next-generation sequencing

Bar-coded large-RNAseq and small-RNAseq libraries for the zebrafish samples (three egg pools further pooled together, one whole-body male-adult,
one female-adult tail and an 12 samples embryo time course) and two X. laevis samples (one egg pool and one male kidney) were generated according to
the manufacturers’ protocols using the Ion Total RNA-Seq Kit v2 and the Ion
Xpress™ RNA-Seq bar coding kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific).		
A few modifications were made during purification steps in the small-RNAseq to allow sequencing of longer RNAs (up to 200 nucleotides) than with
standard sRNA protocols. Namely: 153 µl ethanol instead of 120 µl during
purification of cDNA and 134 µl ethanol instead of 110 µl in protocol.
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The size distribution and yield of the barcoded libraries were assessed using a 2200
TapeStation System with Agilent D1K ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies). Sequencing templates were prepared by an Ion Chef™ System using the Ion PI Hi-Q Chef Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sequencing was performed on an Ion Proton™ System
using Ion PI Chips v3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the instructions of the
manufacturer.

Data access

All sequencing results are accessible through the BioProject database under the project accession number PRJNA347637 (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject).
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Northern Blotting
Probe design
Three different DNA 5’-biotinylated probes were designed: one common to both
maternal-type and somatic-type (-C), one specific for maternal-type (-M), and one
specific for somatic-type (-S) (Supplemental Table S7). The probes were ordered from
Integrated DNA Technologies or Exiqon. Upon delivery they were immediately
rehydrated with LowTE to 100 µM and further stored at -20°C.
Electrophoresis
1 µg zebrafish egg or whole-body male-adult RNA and 1 µl 0.1X Biotinylated sRNA
Ladder (Kerafast) were mixed with Novex® TBE-Urea Sample Buffer and heated
at 70°C for 3 minutes. They were loaded on Novex® TBE-Urea Gel 6% (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Gels were run at 70 V for
105 minutes.
Blotting and detection
After electrophoresis, the gel was soaked in 20X SSC for 10 minutes. RNA was
subsequently transferred to an Amersham Hybond-N+ (GE Healthcare) membrane
by capillary blotting overnight. Then the membrane was exposed to short-wave UV
light (254nm) for 1 minute to cross-link the RNA and immediately pre-hybridized
with ULTRAhyb® Ultrasensitive Hybridization Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
for 2 hours at 55°C. 5 pM of the selected probe was overnight hybridized to the
pre-hybridized blot at 55°C. Blots were washed twice 5 minutes in 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS
at 55°C and twice 15 minutes in 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS at 55°C. Detection was performed using the Chemiluminescent Nucleic Acid Detection Module Kit (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Pictures were made with an
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Odyssey® Fc (LI-COR Biosciences) adjusting brightness and contrast when needed.

RT-qPCR
Primer design
Forward and reverse PCR primers were designed for the zebrafish maternal-type 5S
rRNA gene, the somatic-type 5S rRNA gene, the p53 gene, and the 18S rRNA gene
(Supplemental Table S7).
Reverse Transcription
SuperScript IV Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to generate 5S and 18S cDNA from total RNA of a zebrafish whole-body male-adult and egg
pool, following the manufacturer’s protocol
PCR reaction
The complete genomic DNA content from one zebrafish egg or 3.5 ng of DNA from
a whole-body male-adult was used as template for copy-number determination (with
p53 primers as control), while 5S cDNA was used for RT-qPCR (with 18S primers as
control). SYBR Green real-time qPCR was undertaken using a 7300 Applied Biosystems Thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). The 25 μL PCR reaction
consisted of 12.5 μL of 2X Platinum SYBR Green qPCR SuperMix-UDG (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), 1 μL of appropriate forward and reverse primers diluted in RNasefree water, 0.5 μL of ROX Reference Dye, 6 μL of water and 5 μL of DNA template.
No-template controls were performed also for each master mix prepared. The cycling
program included the following steps: 50°C for 2 minutes, 95°C for 2 minutes, followed by 45 cycles of: 95°C, 15 seconds, 60°C 30 seconds. Results were analysed
using a 7300 System v1.4.0 (Applied Biosystems)
.

Bioinformatics analyses
Known 5S rRNA reference sequences.
Known 5S rRNA sequences of D. rerio were downloaded from Biomart (60) on
June 1st, 2016. Sequences were selected upon annotation as 5S rRNA applying a
minimal-length cut-off of 100 nt. Unique 5S rRNA sequences of this first set were
then aligned (61) to the reference Danio rerio genome (GRCz10) using BLAST (62).
Positive hits were selected using minimal cut-offs of 80% for identity and 100 nt for
length. Unique sequences of the intersection between the unique downloaded 5S
rRNA sequences and the selected BLAST hits were selected. The obtained sequences
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were subsequently flanked by a stretch of 5 Ns on both the 5’ and 3’ ends, resulting in a list of Zebrafish 5S rRNA reference sequences suited for mapping analysis.
Known 5S rRNA sequences of X. laevis (oocyte-type (Xlo), trace oocyte-type (Xlt)
and somatic-type (Xls)) were retrieved from GenBank (Xlo: X05089.1; Xls: J01899.1;
Xlt: J01012.1) and subsequently flanked by a stretch of 5 Ns on both the 5’ and 3’
ends, resulting in a list of X. laevis 5S rRNA reference sequences suited for mapping
analysis.
Zebrafish 5S rRNA similarity tree
5S rRNA reference sequences were multi-aligned using CLC Genomics Workbench
8.5.1 (gap open cost=20.0; gap extension cost=20.0; end gap cost=free). A tree was
then built using the same software (building method=UPGMA; nucleotide distance=Jukes-Cantor).

3

Mapping NGS reads to the 5S reference
Reads longer than 100 nt from all experiments, were mapped against the obtained
respective lists of 5S rRNA reference sequences using Bowtie2 (63) with the following settings: -np to 0, - - score-min to L, -0, -0.06 for zebrafish and -0, -0.9 for X. laevis,
- -rdg and - -rfg to 1,6 in order to limit the maximal amount of mismatches to 5% and
15% for Zebrafish and X. laevis, respectively. SAMtools v1.2 (64) was used to convert
the alignment to the BAM file format and to retrieve the mapped read counts per 5S
rRNA sequence.
Mapping results analysis
Sequences that were represented by less than 1,000 reads in all samples combined
were considered to be not-expressed and discarded as background noise. The read
counts were normalized by the total of mapped reads. The expressed sequences
were clustered using hierarchical clustering (hclust function with default settings in
R package ‘stats’ v3.2.1 (65)) on the Euclidean distance between the scaled and centered profiles of the normalized read counts over the 19 experiments (and not on the
sequence). The 5S rRNA “subsequences” and their counts were collapsed to the 5S
sequences having the most similar profile according to the clustering.
Detecting MutsuDr LINE retrotransposon sequences
MutsuDr1 (L1-2_DR), MutsuDr2 (L1-5_DR) and MutsuDr3 (L1-3_DR) consensus
sequences were downloaded from Repbase (www.girinst.org/repbase) and used to
search through the zebrafish rRNA loci on chromosome 4 and 18, using BLAST with
default settings. For each MutsuDr subfamily, hits with a minimal length of 4,500
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bp and identity >90% were annotated as complete MutsuDr genomic elements and
assigned as variants to each subfamily accordingly. Hits with a length between 3,000
and 4,500 bp were annotated as incomplete MutsuDr genomic elements. To identify
new MutsuDr subfamilies we searched for 5S rRNA intragenic spacers with a length
between 4,500 and 7,000 bp having at least two of the following conditions: an insertion site in a 5S gene, the presence of two ORFs, and a 3’ poly-A stretch. The located
sequences were established as elements of a new MutsuDr subfamily. BLAST was
then used as described above to find and annotate complete and incomplete variants
of that new subfamily.
MutsuDr family similarity tree
MutsuDr consensus sequences were multi-aligned using CLC Genomics Workbench 8.5.1 (gap open cost=20.0; gap extension cost=20.0; end gap cost=free). A
tree was then built using the same software (building method=UPGMA; nucleotide
distance=Jukes-Cantor).
Mapping NGS reads to the MutsuDr subfamily consensus sequences
Reads shorter than 70 nucleotides were discarded in the (large) RNA-seq experiment
and reads shorter than 25 nucleotides were discarded from the small-RNA-seq experiments. Bowtie2 with default settings was used to map the selected reads.
SAMtools was used to select reads with mapping quality higher than 15, which correspond to reads mapping uniquely and with high quality to MutsuDr retrotransposon
elements. SAMtools was also used to convert the alignment to a BAM file format and
to retrieve the mapped reads counts.
piRNA sense and antisense coverage
SAMtools was used to select the piRNA reads oriented sense and antisense to the
MutsuDr retrotransposon sequences in separate files. BEDTools v2.17.0 (66) genomecov was applied on the small-RNAseq reads to obtain for each sample the read count
per nucleotide on each MutsuDr sequence (coverage depth). In each sample, the
counts were normalized by the total reads in the size range of 28-32 nucleotides
(piRNA size range). For each MutsuDr sequence, the final coverage depth values per
nucleotide were summed through the samples, resulting into one total coverage depth
value per nucleotide position for each MutsuDr subfamily consensus sequence.
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Chapter 4

Abstract
There is mounting evidence that the ribosome is not a static translation machinery,
but a cell-specific, adaptive system. Ribosomal variations have mostly been studied
at the protein level, even though the essential transcriptional functions are primarily
performed by rRNAs. At the RNA level, oocyte-specific 5S rRNAs are long known
for Xenopus. Recently, we described for zebrafish a similar system in which the sole
maternal-type 5S rRNA present in eggs, is replaced completely during embryonic
development by a somatic-type. Here, we report the discovery of an analogous
system for the 45S rDNA elements; 5.8S, 18S, and 28S. The maternal-type 5.8S,
18S and 28S rRNA sequences differ substantially from those of the somatic-type,
plus the maternal-type rRNAs are also replaced by the somatic-type rRNAs during
embryogenesis. We discuss the structural and functional implications of the observed
sequence differences with respect to the translational functions of the 5.8S, 18S, and
28S rRNA elements. Finally, in silico evidence suggests that expansion segments (ES)
in 18S rRNA, previously implicated in ribosome – mRNA interaction, may have a
preference for interacting with specific mRNA genes. Taken together, our findings
indicate that two distinct types of ribosomes exist in zebrafish during development,
each likely conducting the translation machinery in a unique way.
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Introduction
Ribosomes are large ribonucleoproteins composed of a few non-coding ribosomal
RNAs (rRNAs), and many ribosomal proteins (1). The rRNAs act as ribozymes by
catalyzing the important steps of the amino-acid polymerization during protein synthesis (2). Eukaryotic rRNA consists of four elements: 5S (~120 nt), 5.8S (~160 nt)
and 28S (~4,200 nt) in the large 60S subunit (LSU) and 18S (~1,900 nt) in the small
40S subunit (SSU) (3). The primary roles of the SSU are to orchestrate the binding
of the ribosome to mRNA and monitor the complementarity of tRNA and mRNA
in translation (4, 5). The primary functions of the LSU are to link amino acids and
terminate translation. The LSU functions are organized in evolutionary conserved
regions of the 28S rRNA: the peptidyl transferase center (PTC), the GTPase- associated center (GAC) and the sarcin–ricin domain (SRD) (6–8).
While 5S rRNA is transcribed from individual genes in tandem repeats by RNA
polymerase III (9), 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNAs originate from the complicated processing of the precursor 45S rRNA which is derived from a single transcription unit
in the genome (45S rDNA) (10). These 45S rDNA units are transcribed by RNA
polymerase I in the nucleoli and are organized in tandem repeats that occur in several
nucleolus organizer regions (NORs) throughout the genome each containing up to
several hundred repeats (11, 12).
Until recently, scientists often regarded the ribosome as a “constitutive molecular
machine” (13, 14), thereby establishing its image as a kind of steady household
organelle with a clear structure and automated functions in which rRNA merely
serves as a structural scaffold (15). The crystal structure of the ribosome showed that
rRNA, besides to creating a structural framework for the ribosome, also forms the
main features of its functional sites. In fact, the ribosomal functional sites are mostly
devoid of ribosomal proteins, which are found mainly at the outer surface of the
ribosome and are thought to play primarily a structural and regulatory role (15, 16).
Nowadays, similar to histones whose role has been revised from purely structural to
regulatory (17), the ribosome is being perceived as being much more adaptive than
initially proposed (18, 19).
Along this line, ribosome variability has been studied mostly at the protein level,
where it was shown to play a role in cell- and tissue-specificity, as well as a whole
range of crucial biological processes in many organisms including stress response,
development and life cycle (18, 19). These studies recently culminated with the
assessment of ribosomal heterogeneity across a hundred cell types and tissues in
mouse and human (20).
However, rRNA is also a source of ribosomal variability and thereby possibly regulation. First of all, there are differences between species in the so-called Expansion
Segments (ES), that are elements of variable length and sequence of the eukaryotic
rRNA when compared to the prokaryotic rRNA core, in both the SSU and LSU (3,
21–23). But also within species, heterogeneity of the 45S rDNA was already discovered in the late seventies, which is reflected by the variability of the ribosomal
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transcription units in both length and sequence (24, 25). Further investigations have
since shown that the human 28S rRNA has several variants that differ in the sequence
of a specific region (26).
Transcending the level of such relatively small rRNA sequence differences is 5S
rRNA, where an oocyte-specific variant is known to have substantial sequence
differences (27–30). This variant has 20,000 copies in the Xenopus genome that are
expressed only during oogenesis and early embryogenesis (31). By contrast the 5S
rRNA variant expressed in somatic tissues, called somatic-type, just consists of 400
rDNA genes. Thus this oocyte-variant probably evolved to enable the production of
the enormous amount of 5S rRNA in oocytes equivalent to that of hundreds of thousands of somatic cells (32). Recently, we reported similar 5S rRNA variants in zebrafish (33), in which a maternal-type 5S rRNA (2,330 genes on chromosome 4) makes
up virtually all oocyte 5S rRNA, which is completely replaced during embryogenesis
by the somatic-type (12 genes on chromosome 18). 5S rRNA specificity during development has also been discovered in various other species (34–37).
The 5S rRNA oocyte types sparked expectation that a similar system might also
be present for the other rRNAs, but this has not been observed yet in animals. For
example a study in mouse concluded that there is no difference between the oocyte
and embryos as for the expression of 45 rDNA variants (38). However, variation
was shown for the parasite Plasmodium, in which two distinct 45S rDNA variants are
preferentially expressed during the mosquito-host and mammalian-host stage of the
parasite life cycle (39–42). The functional importance of these two rRNA types is not
clear yet (43). More recently, rRNA was shown to also vary at the post-transcriptional
level between different cell types in human, which adds to the potential variability of
the total ribosome (44).
As the developmental 5S rRNA types in zebrafish have been overlooked for a
long time, we investigated the expression of 5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNAs throughout zebrafish development, from egg to adult with next-generation sequencing.
We discovered that the 5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNAs that accumulate in zebrafish oocytes originate from one specific genomic location and that, similar
to 5S rRNA, these maternal-type rRNAs are gradually replaced by a somatic-type from another genomic location during zebrafish embryogenesis.
All three mature rRNA elements contain substantial sequence differences between
their two developmental types, for which we indicate potential effects by examining
them in the context of the known folded ribosomal domains. Additionally, we also
found indications that the maternal-type 18S rRNA may preferentially interact with
mRNA from maternally-expressed genes.
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Results and Discussion
45S rDNA types in the zebrafish genome

It is known that the 45S rDNA transcription units occur in tandem repeats in eukaryotic genomes, with a copy number up to 400 in humans (10). Also, 45S rDNA variants have been observed in several organisms (26, 38, 41). To study potential 5.8S,
18S, and 28S rRNA variation in zebrafish, we made an inventory of the zebrafish 45S
rDNA units present in the current zebrafish genome assembly (GRCz10). All rDNA
units in the zebrafish genome assembly encompass, with one exception, only one
complete rDNA unit. Altogether, we identified five complete and three partial 45S
rDNA units on zebrafish chromosomes 4 and 5, as well as three complete and one
partial clone that were not part of the genome assembly (Supplemental Table S1A).
All 45S rDNA units that were either partial or not in the genome assembly, showed
high similarity (≥ 99%) to the five complete 45S rDNA units present on chromosomes
4 or 5. Hence, we focused our analysis on these complete genomic 45S rDNA units.
Comparison revealed substantial difference in sequence and size of the transcribed
spacers and rRNA elements (Supplemental Table S1 and File S1). Out of the five
genomic rDNA units, three in close proximity on chromosome 4 are very similar,
while the other two are quite different (similarity down to just 86%) in their rRNA
elements (Supplemental Table S1). Hence, there appears to be three different 45S
rDNA types. At the same time, we are well aware that correct annotation of repetitive
sequences, especially long ones, is a known challenge that can lead to mis-assembly
and incorrect copy number estimation (45). Therefore, given the available genome
data, we were able to identify three distinct types of 45S rDNA units based on their
sequences. These 45S rDNA types each have their specific locus on two chromosomes, while their copy numbers remain unknown.
Usually not all 45S rDNA variants present in a genome are expressed (26) and therefore we analysed the expression of the 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNAs in a range of zebrafish tissues to identify whether all three 45S rDNA variant types are transcribed. For
5.8S rRNA, we applied an adapted small-RNA-seq approach and for 18S as well as
28S rRNA a rRNA-seq approach (see Materials and Methods) on: an egg pool (51
M and 48 M reads, respectively), an embryonic time series (49 M reads and 79 M
reads), whole-body adult-male samples (40 M and 40 M reads), and female-adult tail
samples (7.7 M and 9.8 M reads) in order to include somatic female tissues without
ovaries and developing oocytes. Analysis of the rRNA-seq reads using small 18S and
28S rRNA specific sequences (26 nt long), that discriminate the three rRNAs variant
types (Figure 1A, Supplemental Table S2), revealed that only two of the three 45S
rDNA variant types appeared to be abundantly transcribed, while the type with three
45S rDNA units on chromosome 4 had virtually no expression (Supplemental Table
S2).
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Developmental-stage-specific expression of two 45S rDNA types
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Even with the limited analysis using only small type-specific 45S rDNA sequences, it
became immediately clear that the two expressed 45S rDNA types showed stage-specific expression during development (Supplemental Table S2). Much like we discovered before with zebrafish 5S rRNA (33), there is one 5.8S, 18S, 28S rRNA type
that is virtually absent in eggs, but makes up almost 100% of the rRNA in adult
tissue (Figure 1B and Supplemental Table S3). In contrast, the other 5.8S, 18S, 28S
rRNA type makes up almost 100% of the rRNA in eggs and is virtually absent in
adult tissue. Similar to 5S rRNA, we named these two types, somatic-type (45S-S)
and maternal-type (45S-M) rRNA, respectively (Figure 1A). Northern blot analysis
with probes specific for 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA (Figure 1A) clearly confirmed the
rRNA sequencing results (Figure 1C). Analysis of 12 intermediate embryonic-development stages showed that there is a noticeable increase of somatic-type rRNA
as early as the 64 cell stage and a steady increase starting at epiboly (Figure 1B and
Supplemental Table S3). This is in line with the observations that somatic rRNAs are
first transcribed during gastrulation in amphibian embryogenesis (46, 47). Although
we and others have found 5S rRNA variation in various organisms (27, 33, 34, 36)
to our knowledge there has never been a report on differentially-expressed 5.8S, 18S
and 28S rRNA types in any animal. Taken together, these data suggest that there are
maternal-type and somatic-type ribosomes.
Intriguingly, the zebrafish maternal-type 45S rDNA locus is located on the long
arm of the chromosome 4, where the maternal-type 5S gene cluster is found (33).
This genomic region is also known for its abundance of tRNA genes, scarcity of
protein-coding genes, and extensive heterochromatin (≈ transcriptional silencing)
→ Figure 1. Expression of the maternal- and somatic type rRNA types in zebrafish
development.
A. Alignments of the maternal-type (M) and somatic-type (S) rRNAs. In the 5.8S rRNA alignment,
identical nucleotides are indicated as dots, while gaps as dashes. In the 18S and 28S rRNA
alignments, the black vertical lines indicate the locations where maternal- and somatic-type differ
(due to the scale, not all differences are visible; for a complete alignment check Supplemental File
S1). The probes used for Northern blotting (panel C) are indicated with coloured lines (Green: -C,
specific to a region common to both types; Blue: -M, specific for maternal-type; Red: -S, specific for
somatic-type). The dark grey horizontal lines show the position of the regions used to discriminate
between the three types of rRNA (cf. main text and Supplemental Table S1).
B. Expression of the maternal-type (blue) and somatic-type (red) rRNAs indicated by percentage of
total 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA sequencing reads, respectively. Prot-mouth: protruding-mouth; Adult
FT: adult-female tail; Adult MWB: adult-male whole-body.
C. Northern blot analyses with total RNA from zebrafish eggs and adult-male whole-body tissue
(Adult MWB) and probes as indicated in A. Each panel contains lanes from the same gel, but with
adjusted brightness and contrast for visual clarity.
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in somatic cells (48). It is worth mentioning an important difference between the
maternal-type 5S rDNA and the maternal-type 45S rDNA: whereas the enormous
amount of rRNA in oocytes is achieved for 5S genes by over a thousand gene copies
in the genome, for the production of 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA there is an additional
DNA amplification step needed, in which extrachromosomal circles are produced
(49). With the discovery of a maternal-type 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA, we logically
assumed that we also identified the locus that is amplified during oogenesis and present as extrachromosomal circles.
To verify this, with the knowledge that the amplified copies are still present in mature
eggs (50), we analysed the copy number of maternal- and somatic-type 45S rDNA
units with qPCR, in both single zebrafish eggs and adult tissue. Our results showed
that egg genomic DNA contains ~1,000 times more copies of maternal-type 45S
rDNA compared to genomic DNA from somatic cells. Moreover, the somatic-type
45S rDNA turned out not to be amplified in eggs (Supplemental Fig. S1). This proves
that indeed only the maternal-type rRNA locus is specifically amplified during
oogenesis.
Given the assumption that maternal-type rRNA transcription is stopped in a mature
oocyte (51), the replacement of maternal rRNA must be achieved by a combination of somatic-type rRNA transcription and maternal-type rRNA degradation.
This would however require an turnover of maternal-type ribosomes higher than
the reported ribosome half-life of 4-6 days in rat liver and brain (52) or 9-31 days in
Xenopus oocytes (53), as virtually all maternal-type rRNA has disappeared at about
three days post-fertilization.

Structural and functional implications the LSU rRNA types

The primary functions of the ribosomal large subunit (LSU) are to covalently link
amino acids via peptide bonds through peptidyl transferase activity and the termination of translation (8). These functions are mainly performed by 5.8S, 28S and
5S rRNA components of the LSU supported by the associated riboproteins (54).
For 5.8S rRNA, the sequence differences between maternal- and somatic-type are
primarily present in the central and terminal regions (Figure 1A and Figure 2B). This
is in contrast to the sequence differences between the maternal and somatic types 5S
rRNA, which are mainly present in the 5’ half (33).
In the LSU, 5.8S rRNA is bound to 28S via three base-paired elements (Figure 2A
and B). In the proximal element, the 3’ end of the 5.8S together with the 5’ end of
the 28S form the ITS2-proximal stem. This structure is highly conserved within the
three eukaryote kingdoms, plants, fungi and animals (55), and the ITS2-proximal
stem (helix 10) is essential in processing 5.8S and 28S (56). Between maternal- and
somatic types, only three nucleotides differ in the ITSs-proximal stem: two in 5.8S
and another in 28S rRNA. Noticeably, the difference in 5.8S rRNA was a nucleotide
with no pairing nucleotide, and the difference in 28S rRNA was a nucleotide next
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to a non-pairing nucleotide (Figure 2B). A thorough study in yeast (57) has shown
that the structure of the ITS2-proximal stem (helix 10) is critical for the formation of
mature rRNA, while the sequence specificity plays a lesser role. This seems also to be
true in zebrafish: the sequence differences in the maternal-type ITS2-proximal stem
(helix 10) are not sufficient to block pre-rRNA maturation, as ample mature 5.8S
and 28S was detected in eggs, however it might affect the efficiency and/or timing of
the pre-rRNA processing. Within the two other base-paired elements, only one 28S
rRNA nucleotide was shown to be different between the two rRNA types (Figure
2B). Hence, this situation is different from the 5.8S – 28S rRNA combinations that
are present in the developmental 45S rDNA types in Plasmodium falciparum, where
specific combinations are directed by covariations (39, 40, 58).
All other sequence differences between maternal- and somatic-type 5.8S rRNA also
seem to be in non-double stranded nucleotides and conspicuously at the top of two
stem loops. Hence the sequence differences between the 5.8S rRNA types seem less
involved with the direct 5.8S and 28S rRNA base-paired binding, but likely more
with protein binding and conformation. For instance; the 5.8S rRNA central region
is thought to undergo a conformational switch after disconnection of all ligands
from the ribosome, facilitating the dissociation of the two ribosomal subunits (59).
Interestingly, the maternal-type 5.8S has an insertion of AC at positions 79-80; this
is a region that in the free ribosomes has a peculiar stem-loop structure that promote
binding with ribosome-dissociating factors (Figure 2B).
Sequence differences between maternal- and somatic-type 28S rRNA have been
found in all seven 28S rRNA structural domains, albeit with variant occurrence from
0.6% to a staggering 20.8% (Supplemental Table S4 and Supplemental Table S5). The
dispersed domain 0 (60) is thus the most conserved between the 28S rRNA types. The
majority of differences seem to coincide with the known eukaryotic expansion segments (ESs) (Figure 2A) (61). ESs exhibit a significant degree of variability between
species, in length and sequence, plus their size and number of helical branches seem
to progressively increase in higher eukaryotes (62). The role of the 28S ESs in ribosomal function is still not clear, but it has recently been shown that they are important
in specific steps of the ribosome biogenesis in yeast (63). The many differences we
observe between the ESs of maternal- and somatic-type 28S will undoubtedly have
an effect on assembly and functioning of the ribosomal LSU.
On the other hand, there are evolutionary conserved regions of the 28S rRNA
with known specific functions, such as the peptidyl transferase center (PTC), the
GTPase- associated center (GAC) and the sarcin–ricin domain (SRD) (Figure 2A)
(64). The PTC catalyzes the two principal chemical reactions of protein synthesis,
peptide bond formation and peptide release (8); the GAC binds elongation factors
and activates their GTPase activity (65); and the SRD anchors elongation factor on
the ribosome during mRNA–tRNA translocation (6, 66). It is worth noting that the
somatic-type 28S rRNA sequences of these three functional centers have a 100%
identity with phylogenetically distant species, such as human (Supplemental Table
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← Figure 2. Differences between zebrafish maternal- and somatic-type 5.8S and 28S
rRNA.
A. Plot with the differences between maternal- and somatic-type 28S rRNA in relation to the
structural domains (“D”: Domain), Expansion Segments (ES, green lines, (23)) and functional
domains (GAC: GTPase associated center; PTC: peptidyl transferase center; SRD: sarcin–ricin
domain). The black vertical lines indicates the spots where the maternal- and somatic-type differ
(due to the scale, not all differences are visible). Asterisks indicate the 28S rRNA regions that interact
with 5.8S rRNA.
B. The putative secondary structures for maternal- and somatic-type 5.8S rRNA and their interactions
with the equivalent 28S rRNAs are shown (86). The region that undergoes the conformational switch
and interacts with ribosome-dissociating factors is highlighted in light green (59). The nucleotides
that differ between the two types are marked (yellow).
C. Putative secondary structures for maternal- and somatic-type GTPase associated center (GAC).
The nucleotides that differ between the two types are marked (yellow).
D. Putative secondary structures for maternal- and somatic-type Sarcin-Ricin domain (SRD). The
nucleotides that differ between the two types are marked (yellow).

S1). This makes it even more striking that there are several differences in these areas
between zebrafish maternal- and somatic-type 28S rRNA. In the PTC there is just
one nucleotide difference; U3780C. But even a single difference in such a conserved
region is worth noticing, knowing that in the prokaryote PTC-equivalent, individual
nucleotides have specific roles in the translation process and some mutations result in
a lethal phenotype (8, 67–71).
Binding of ribosomal factors to the GAC is fundamental for ribosome function and
the three nucleotide differences in the maternal-type GAC (Figure 2C), again present in non-stem sequences, could have a role in modulating these interactions as is
known in both prokaryotes (72) and eukaryotes (7, 65).
The SRD displays two differences between the rRNA types in a stem region (Figure
2D). The fact that it is a U-A base pair in the somatic-type and a G-C base pair in the
maternal-type makes these differences fall in the category of co-variations, bringing
additional support to the importance of this stem structure for the role of SRD.
It is obvious that the many differences present between maternal- and somatic-type
5.8S and 28S rRNA sequences deserve more attention as to their meaning in the
translation machinery, but potentially also for their role at the DNA level, as was true
for the differences between maternal- and somatic-type 5S rRNA genes that resulted
in different retrotransposon target sites (33).
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Structural and functional implications of the SSU rRNA types

The primary functions of the ribosomal small subunit (SSU) are to initiate mRNA
engagement and monitor the complementarity of tRNA and mRNA in translation
(4, 5). 18S rRNA is the main component of the ribosomal small subunit (SSU) with
four distinct peripheral domains: 5’, central, 3’ major and 3’ minor (Figure 3A, Supplemental Table S5), which form distinct 3D structures (10). Recently, a fifth central
domain has been defined: domain A, which is quite conserved between different
organisms (73). This domain is the structural and functional core of the 18S rRNA
that connects and orientates all the four peripheral domains, which may explain why
it, much like its counterpart domain 0 in 28S rRNA, contains the lowest percentage
of nucleotide variation (2.9%) between the zebrafish 18S rRNA types (Supplemental Table S4 and Supplemental Fig. S2). The other four peripheral domains contain
many sequence differences, with the 5’ domain containing an impressive 10.3% (Supplemental Table S4). Taking the 3’ minor domain as an example, eight out of the
nine altered nucleotides in the central part of the long stem are paired and two out of
these four pairs are co-variations (Supplemental Fig. S2), also further supporting the
importance of this stem domain. This is in line with the observation that point mutations in the structural analogue of E.coli (74) showed altered growth. Conversely, the
second smaller stem close to the 3’ end has been proven to be essential for translational initiation in E.coli: a two-nucleotide mutation in this region was lethal. In line

4

→ Figure 3. Differences between zebrafish maternal- and somatic-type 18S rRNA.
A. Schematic representation of the differences between maternal- and somatic-type 18S rRNA in
correlation with the structural domains (A: Domain A; 5’; Domain 5’; Central: Central Domain;
3’ M: 3’ Major domain; 3’ m: 3’ minor domain), Expansion Segments (ES, green lines, (23)) and
sticky regions (red boxes, (82)). The black vertical lines indicates the spots where the maternal- and
somatic-type 18S rRNA sequences differ (due to the scale, not all differences are visible).
B. Putative secondary structures for maternal- and somatic-type sticky regions corresponding to
ES3S. The nucleotides that differ between the two types are marked (yellow). Thick black lines
indicate the regions (“range 3-I”, nucleotides: maternal-type 188-207; somatic-type 187-206)
analysed in panel D.
C. Putative secondary structures for maternal- and somatic-type sticky regions corresponding to
ES6Ss. The nucleotides that differ between the two types are marked (yellow). Thick black lines
indicate the regions (“range 6-I”, nucleotides: maternal-type 776-797; somatic-type 738-756)
analysed in panel D.
D. Table presenting the overrepresentation of maternal genes versus non-maternal genes with respect
to the binding of each gene transcript to 18S-ES3S and 18S-ES6S. The mentioned ranges correspond
with the ranges indicated in panel B and C
E. Graphical representation of the binding of maternal (blue line) and somatic (red line) mRNA
transcripts to the indicated sticky regions of the SSU types. The + and – indicate the translation
stimulating and repressing interactions, respectively, at the indicated ES sites.
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with this observation, no difference between the zebrafish maternal and somatic-type
18S rRNA was found in this stem.
The “ribosome filter hypothesis” (75–77) proposes that the interactions between
ribosomes and mRNA can influence translation, giving the eukaryotic ribosome the
ability to “filter” which mRNA will be translated. One way eukaryotic mRNAs can
interact with ribosomes is via sequence complementarity to rRNA, in particular 18S
rRNA (78, 79). The interactions by base-pairing of mRNAs to the 18S rRNA are
located within the translated (78, 80), as well as in the untranslated regions (UTRs) of
the mRNAs (81, 82), and it seems that they can both favor (81) and inhibit translation
(83). Recently 18S “sticky regions” were defined as complementary to parts of the
mRNA 5’ UTR, being very conserved in evolution and located in the solvent-exposed
areas of the SSU surface (82). The fact that there are two different ribosome types in
one organism, which are expressed in combination with distinct gene-sets (maternal
versus somatic), provides an opportunity to study the possible interaction between
rRNA and mRNA. For this, we traced the zebrafish sticky regions in the maternaland somatic-type 18S rRNA and found that they show quite some sequence variation
(Figure 3A, B, and C). Comparing the “stickiness” of a large 18S rRNA expansion
segment 6 (ES6S) (Figure 3A) for 5’ UTRs of mRNAs, showed a clear difference
between the somatic- and maternal-types 18S rRNAs (Supplemental Fig. S3), as the
distribution of their ratio was lower than 1. This means that different mRNAs have
dissimilar affinity for the maternal- and somatic-type 18S ES6S. This was underlined
by the analysis of another ES, ES3S, which also showed a markedly shifted, higher
than 1, maternal/somatic-type ratio distribution (Supplemental Fig. S3).
To substantiate the difference between mRNA binding to the maternal- and somatic-type 18S-rRNAs, we zoomed in on particular stretches of these ESs that contained
clear nucleotide differences (Supplemental Fig. S3) and combined this data with
known maternally-expressed mRNAs. Even with this relative naïve approach, we
were able to quite convincingly show that for ES6S (determined by range I, Figure 3C)
the maternal-type 18S rRNA “matches” better with maternally-expressed mRNAs,
whereas somatic-type 18S rRNA matches better with maternally non-expressed
mRNAs (Figure 3D). Unexpectedly, for ES3S (range I, Figure 3B) this showed to be
reversed (Figure 3D). As in the initial phase of zebrafish embryogenesis only maternal mRNAs and maternal-type ribosomes are present, their matching is expected
to facilitate the overall translation process. Hence, we propose that the 18S rRNA
ES6S may be a site to selectively recruit maternal mRNA that need to be translated
during embryogenesis (Figure 3E) while vice versa, the SSU ES3S might be a site to
selectively recruit mRNAs to prevent their translation by sequestering (Figure 3E).
In this way, the ES3S and ES6S may effectively enhance the selective properties of
the SSU in an elegant manner thus promoting the discriminating operation of the
maternal- and somatic-type ribosomes.
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Conclusion

In recent years there has been mounting evidence that the ribosome is part of an
adaptive transcription machinery in living cells. This has broadly been shown by the
variability in ribosomal proteins, especially during embryonic development (18, 84).
Our study adds to this that in zebrafish there exist at least two ribosomal systems that
comprise quite distinct versions of 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA, besides the previously
reported 5S rRNA. Parallel to 5S rDNA, there are distinct maternal-type and somatic-type 45S rDNA transcription units, with their own chromosomal location, unique
sequence, as well as specific expression pattern. Maternal-type 5.8S, 18S and 28S
rRNA are expressed during oogenesis and replaced by somatic-type during embryogenesis. Hence, there are maternal-type ribosomes and somatic-type ribosomes in
zebrafish. Despite the fact that Xenopus has maternal- and somatic-type 5S rRNA,
we could not find evidence of any maternal-type 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA (results
not shown).
Besides the inevitable functional consequences associated with the many sequence
differences present between these two rRNA types, these also seem to have an effect
on the ribosome – mRNA interaction. It appears that there may be 18S rRNA sites
that either promote the translation process via interaction between ribosomes and
mRNAs of the same type, or sites that hamper it via sequestering interaction between
ribosomes and mRNA of different types. The fact that in this study we provide two
ribosomal types in one organism will support the growing awareness of “specialized
ribosomes” and could help the identification and elucidation of the many ribosomal
functions that are hidden in this enormously complex and intriguing transcription
machinery.

Material and Methods
Biological materials
Zebrafish
Adult zebrafish (strain ABTL) were handled in compliance with local animal welfare
regulations and maintained according to standard protocols (http://zfin.org). The
breeding of adult fish was approved by the local animal welfare committee (DEC) of
the University of Leiden, the Netherlands. All protocols adhered to the international
guidelines specified by the EU Animal Protection Directive 86/609/EEC. Unfertilized eggs (oocytes) were collected by squeezing the abdomen of three spawning
females and further stored as three corresponding egg pools. Whole–body male-adult
zebrafish samples, female-adult tail samples, and egg pools were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. Before freezing, fish were put under anaesthesia
using 0.02% buffered 3-aminobenzoic acid ethyl ester (Tricaine).
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Zebrafish embryonic time course
Zebrafish embryos were collected immediately after fertilization, maintained at
28.5°C, and staged using standard morphological criteria (85). One embryo was collected at 12 embryonic development points: 1, 64 cells (2 hpf); 2, high stage (3.3 hpf);
3, 30% epiboly stage (4.7 hpf); 4, 70% epiboly stage (7 hpf); 5, 90% epiboly stage (9
hpf); 6, 4-somite stage (11.3 hpf); 7, 12-somite stage (15 hpf); 8, 22-somite stage (20
hpf); 9, prim-5 stage (24 hpf); 10, prim-16 (31 hpf); 11, long-pec stage (48 hpf); 12,
protruding-mouth stage (72 hpf). After collection, the embryos were snap-frozen in
liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. In order to maintain a uniform genetic background, all embryos were collected from the same batch of fish stock.

RNA isolation

4

Five zebrafish samples (three egg pools further pooled together, one whole-body
male-adult, and one female-adult tail) and twelve embryos were pulverized to a fine
powder under liquid nitrogen using a mortar and pestle. TRIzol reagent (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) was added and the manufacturer’s instructions were followed to
obtain the aqueous phase, which was subsequently removed and combined with 1.5
volumes of ethanol. This mixture (containing total RNA including small RNAs <200
nt) was further purified using the E.Z.N.A. MicroElute RNA Clean Up Kit (Omega
Bio-Tek). Next, the large RNA fraction (>200 nt) was obtained from the total RNA
using the mirVana™ miRNA Isolation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). At the same
time, the small RNA fraction (<200 nt) was purified from the flow-through by adding
ethanol to a final concentration of 65% and loading this onto an E.Z.N.A. MicroElute spin column. The column was washed one round each with buffers RWT and
RPE (Qiagen), and 80% ethanol. RNA concentration was measured on a NanoDrop
ND-2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and RNA integrity was examined using the
2200 TapeStation System with Agilent RNA ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies).

Next-generation sequencing

Bar-coded RNA-seq and small-RNA-seq libraries were generated according to the
manufacturer’s protocols using the Ion Total RNA-Seq Kit v2 and the Ion Xpress
RNA-Seq bar coding kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific), except for the small RNA libraries both cDNA and amplified cDNA were subjected to a single step purification using
a higher ethanol volume to increase the selected fragment sizes (up to 200 nucleotides).The size distribution and yield of the barcoded libraries were assessed using the
2200 TapeStation System with Agilent D1000 ScreenTapes (Agilent Technologies).
Sequencing templates were prepared an Ion Chef System using the Ion PI Hi-Q Chef
Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Sequencing was performed on an Ion Proton System
using Ion PI Chips v3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the instructions of the
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manufacturer.

Data access

All sequencing data are accessible through the BioProject database under the project
accession number PRJNA347637 (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject).

qPCR
Primer design
pecific PCR primers were designed for the zebrafish maternal-type 5.8S rRNA gene,
the somatic-type 5.8S rRNA gene, and p53 as internal reference gene (Supplemental
Table S6).
Real-time PCR
Genomic DNA was isolated from zebrafish eggs (n=3) and a whole adult male
zebrafish (n=1). The entire DNA content of each egg was used as template for
copy-number determination. For the adult male, 0.35, 3.5 and 35 ng DNA was used
as template. PCR reactions were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions, containing Platinum SYBR Green qPCR SuperMix-UDG (Thermo Fisher
Scientific), 0.2 μM of each primer and genomic DNA template. No-template controls
were performed for each primer combination. Real-time PCR was performed on a
7300 Applied Biosystems Thermocycler instrument (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad,
CA) using the program: 50°C for 2 min, 95°C for 2 min, followed by 45 cycles of
95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 30 sec. The results were analysed using the SDS software v1.4.0 (Applied Biosystems).

Northern Blotting
Probe design
Three different DNA 5’-biotinylated probes were designed for each of the three rRNA
elements: one common to both maternal-type and somatic-type (-C), one specific for
maternal-type (-M), and one specific for somatic-type (-S) (Supplemental Table S6).
The probes were ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies or Exiqon, upon arrival
immediately rehydrated with LowTE (10 mM Tris, pH 8, and 0.1 mM EDTA) to 100
µM and stored at -20°C.
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Electrophoresis
For 5.8S, 1 µg zebrafish egg or whole-body male-adult RNA and 1 µl 0.1X
biotinylated sRNA Ladder (Kerafast) were mixed with Novex® TBE-Urea
Sample Buffer and heated at 70°C for 3 min. The samples were loaded
on a Novex® TBE-Urea (7M) gel, 6% acrylamide (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s protocol and run at 70 V for 105 min.
For 18S and 28S, 1 µg zebrafish egg or whole-body male-adult RNA and 1 µl 0.1X
biotinylated sRNA Ladder (Kerafast) were mixed with a denaturating buffer (500 µl
formamide, 100 µl 10X MOPS, 100 µl 80% glycerol-0.2% bromophenol blue, 120 µl
formaldehyde, 2 µl 10 mg/ml EtBr) and loaded in a 0.8% Agarose gel with formaldehyde and run at 100V for 90 min.

4

Blotting and detection
After electrophoresis (Supplemental Fig. S4), the gel was soaked in 20X SSC for 10
min. RNA was subsequently transferred to an Amersham Hybond-N+ (GE Healthcare) membrane by capillary blotting, overnight. The RNA was cross-linked to the
membrane by exposure to short-wave UV light (254nm) for 1 min. The membrane
was immediately pre-hybridized with ULTRAhyb® Ultrasensitive Hybridization
Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 2 hours at 55°C. 5 pM of the selected probe
was hybridized overnight to the pre-hybridized blot at 55°C. Blots were washed twice
5 min. in 2X SSC, 0.1% SDS at 55°C and twice 15 min. in 0.1X SSC, 0.1% SDS at
55°C. Detection was performed using the Chemiluminescent Nucleic Acid Detection Module Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
Pictures were made with an Odyssey® Fc (LI-COR Biosciences) adjusting brightness
and contrast when needed.

Bioinformatics analyses
rDNA annotation
The H. sapiens Genbank sequences for 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA (U13369.1) were
aligned to the Danio rerio genome (GRCz10) using BLAST. A genomic locus was recognized as a zebrafish 45S rDNA unit, if it contained all three rRNA elements. 45S
rDNA units were annotated Complete: if all rRNA elements had a minimal sequence
length (18S = 1.8 Kb; 5.8S= 150 bp; 28S= 4.0 Kb); Partial: if just one of the rRNAs
did not meet the required minimum length; or not: if more than one rRNA element was incomplete. The same procedure was used to recognize 45S rDNA units in
unplaced genomic clones. At the 5’ of 18S and the 3’ of 28S rDNA, 1 Kb genomic
sequences were selected as putative external transcribed spacers (ETSs).
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rRNA annotation and secondary structures
The start and end positions of each rRNA (5.8S, 18S, and 28S) were determined
using the most abundant rRNAs reads from the NGS sequencing. Expansion segments were adapted from Homo sapiens as described in (23). The 18S conserved
“sticky regions” (four major regions that are in ESs 3S, 6S, 7S, 12S and two minor
in front of the ESs 3S and 6S) were adapted from (82). Zebrafish rRNAs secondary
structures and structural domains were modeled after the 3D ribosome structure of
Homo sapiens http://apollo.chemistry.gatech.edu/RibosomeGallery (86).
Finding the expressed 45S rDNA variants
Sub-sequences specific for 45S-M (Maternal), 45S-U (Undetermined)
and 45S-S (Somatic) rDNA were selected for 18S and 28S (Supplemental Table S2B) and searched in the fastq files of each NGS sample.
Mapping NGS reads to the rRNA types
Reads longer than 100 nt from all small-RNA-seq samples, were mapped against
maternal- and somatic-type 5.8S rRNA sequences using Bowtie2 (87) with the following settings: -np to 0, - - score-min to L, -0, -0.3, - -rdg and - -rfg to 1,6 in order
to limit the maximal amount of mismatches to 5%. SAMtools v1.2 (88) was used
to convert the alignment to the BAM file format and to retrieve the mapped read
counts. Reads longer than 25 nt from all rRNA-seq samples, were mapped against
maternal- and somatic-type 18S and 28S rRNA sequences similarly to that of the
small-RNA-seq samples.
18S sticky regions analysis
The affinity of the 18S ES3S and ES6S regions, as well as the affinity of specific
ranges within the 18S ES3S and ES6S (cf. Figure 3B, C and D) was determined by
calculating each possible ungapped and unidirectional alignment of 5 nucleotides
or longer of the ribosomal stretch with all available 5’ UTRs of zebrafish RNA
transcripts using the blast package version 2.2.29. The 5’ UTRs were retrieved from
Ensembl BioMart and, in order to be able to compare our results with the transcriptomics set of (89), Ensembl release version 79 was used. For each 5’ UTR the
number of aligning nucleotides with both the maternal and somatic rRNA variant
was determined. Per gene the counts were averaged and the ratio of the counts on
the maternal- and somatic-type (ms-ratio) was calculated; ms-ratios in maternally
expressed and non-expressed genes were calculated using the set of expressed and
non-expressed genes from (89). Overrepresentation of maternally expressed genes in
the sets with ms-ratios smaller or larger than one was calculated with Fisher’s exact
test implemented in the R stats package, while excluding genes with a ms-ratio of
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Chapter 5

Abstract
Objective: rRNAs are specialized, non-coding RNAs present in all prokaryote and eukaryote species. In eukaryotes there are four rRNAs: 18S, 5.8S, 28S,
which originate from a common precursor (45S), and 5S. We have recently discovered the existence of two distinct developmental types of rRNA: a maternal-type, present in eggs and a somatic-type, expressed in adult tissues.
Lately, next-generation sequencing has allowed the discovery of new small-RNAs
that derive from longer non-coding RNAs, including small-RNAs originating from
rRNAs (srRNAs). Here, we systemically investigated srRNAs of maternal- or somatic-type 18S, 5.8S, 28S, with small-RNAseq from many zebrafish developmental
stages.
Results: We were able to identify new srRNAs for each rRNA. For 5.8S, we found
srRNA consisting of the 5’ or 3’ halves, with only the latter having a different
sequence for the maternal- and somatic-types. For 18S, we discovered 21nt srRNA
from the 5’ end of the 18S rRNA that shows a striking resemblance to microRNAs;
as it is likely processed from a stem-loop precursor and also present in human and
mouse Argonaute-complexed small-RNA. For 28S, an abundant 80nt srRNA from
the 3’ end of the 28S rRNA was found. The expression levels during embryogenesis
of these srRNA indicate that they are not generated from rRNA degradation and
thus might have a functional role in the zebrafish development.
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Introduction
Several new classes of small non-coding RNAs have been discovered in the wake of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) revolution
(1). This has fueled interest in small-RNAs derived from other non-coding RNAs, such as microRNA (miRNA) (2), transfer RNA (tRNA) (3),
small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) (4, 5) and ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (6).
rRNAs are the predominant components of ribosomes. In eukaryotes there are four
different rRNAs: 5S, 18S, 5.8S, and 28S (7). The genes coding for these rRNAs, often
referred to as rDNA, are differently organized: 18S, 5.8S and 28S genes are in the
same transcriptional unit, the 45S rDNA, which is present as tandem repeats in a
genome (8), whereas 5S genes are organized in clusters of tandem repeats separated
by small non-transcribed spacers (NTS) (9).
It has often been assumed that short reads mapping to rRNAs in whole-transcriptome sequencing experiments are a byproduct of RNA-degradation. Nevertheless,
there is mounting evidence that small reads mapping to rRNAs represent stable
and functional molecules. First, deep-sequencing studies have shown that small
rRNA-derived RNAs (srRNAs) originate from a specific process that favors the formation of fragments from the 5’ and/or 3’ termini of the full-length rRNA (10).
Moreover, srRNAs seem to have a role during the response to DNA damage and
stress (11, 12) and they resemble small interfering RNA (siRNA) and miRNA in
structure and function, like binding to Argonaute (AGO) proteins (13–16).
We have recently shown that in zebrafish, a well-studied and versatile model organisms (17), all rRNAs (5S, 5.8S, 18S and 28S) have developmentally-regulated sequence
variants, named maternal- and somatic-type (18, 19). Maternal-type rRNA, which
makes up all the rRNA in mature oocytes, is replaced by somatic-type rRNA during
embryogenesis, until exclusive somatic-type rRNA expression in adult tissue. These
two rRNA types contain ample variations in their primary and secondary structures,
which likely leads to different processing, diverse ribosomal protein binding and
type-specific interactions with different mRNAs (18, 19).
Given this particular developmental-specific expression of rRNA types in zebrafish,
in this study we investigated the occurrence of associated 5.8S, 18S and 28S srRNAs
during zebrafish development. We identified several new putative srRNAs and discuss their possible biological role.

Methods
Biological materials, RNA-isolation, and small-RNA-seq

In this study we used: i) Three pools of unfertilized eggs (oocytes); ii) one embryo at
each of the12 developmental stages: 64 cells (2 hours post-fertilization); high stage
(3.3 hpf); 30% epiboly stage (4.7 hpf); 70% epiboly stage (7 hpf); 90% epiboly stage
(9 hpf); 4-somite stage (11.3 hpf); 12-somite stage (15 hpf); 22-somite stage (20 hpf);
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prim-5 stage (24 hpf); prim-16 (31 hpf); long-pec stage (48 hpf); protruding-mouth
stage (72 hpf), and iii) one whole–body male-adult zebrafish sample. The harvesting
of the biological materials, RNA-isolation, and small-RNA sequencing have been
described in detail previously (18, 19)

Bioinformatics
Mapping of small-RNA-seq reads
Reads shorter than 131 nt were mapped against the zebrafish 5.8S, 18S, 28S maternal- and somatic-type sequences with Bowtie2 (20) using default settings for reads
between 20 nt and 131 nt, while for reads shorter than 20 nt the setting --score-min
was set to L,-1,0.
Secondary RNA structure prediction
Secondary RNA structures were predicted using the RNA Folding Form in the mfold
web server (http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold, (21)) with standard settings.
Mouse and human AGO-complexed small-RNA pool analysis
The sequences of the miRNA- and miRNA*-like 18S srRNAs were searched through
Fastq files of high-throughput sequencing of RNAs isolated by crosslinking immunoprecipitation (HITS-CLIP), from mouse brains (22) and THP-1 cells (23).

5

Target Prediction and Ontology Analysis.
Putative targets of the 18S miRNA-like srRNA were predicted with the algorithm
miRanda using default settings (24). To limit identification of potential false positives
we chose an arbitrary paring score cutoff of > = 150 and an energy cutoff of < = -20.
Categorization of putative target genes in Gene Ontology (GO) Biological Process
(BP) terms was accomplished by using DAVID 6.8 web-service (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp) (25) and discarding results with p-value >0.05.
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Results and Discussion
To systematically investigate srRNAs in zebrafish development, we applied an
adapted small-RNA-seq approach to RNA from an egg pool and a whole-body adultmale sample. With the knowledge that virtually all expressed rRNA in zebrafish eggs
originates from maternal-type, whereas in adult tissues this is from somatic-type (19),
we mapped the reads from the egg pools (51 M reads) and three whole-body adultmale samples (40 M reads) to respectively maternal-type and somatic-type 5.8S, 18S
and 28S rRNA. We focused on RNAs transcribed from the 45S rDNA, given the limitations to reliably sequence 5S rRNA with standard NGS protocols (18). For RNA
molecules to be considered potential srRNAs, we applied an arbitrary upper size limit
of 131 nucleotides and assumed that, by absence of RNA-fragmentation in the smallRNA-seq protocol, every read represents an actual complete RNA molecule.

Small 5.8S rRNA-derived RNAs

The length distribution of the sequencing reads mapped to 5.8S rRNA showed two
peaks at 75-76 nt and 83 nt for the maternal-type (= egg sample) and 74 nt and 81
nt for the somatic-type (= adult-male sample) (Figure 1A). Analysis of the 20 most
abundant 5.8S srRNA sequences (Additional File 1) shows that these peaks originate
from two 5.8S fragments that roughly correspond to the 5.8S rRNA 5’ and 3’ halves,
which are likely generated from a single cut in the 5.8S rRNA molecule (Figure 2A).
The cutting-site lies in a loop and is exactly at the location where the maternal-type
sequence has an AC insertion as compared to the somatic-type (Figure 2A). This is
similar to the known tRNA halves, where a riboendonuclease cuts within the tRNA
anticodon loop thus producing tRNA 5’ and 3’ halves (26, 27).
The 5’ and 3’ halves resulting from the 5.8S rRNA cut display rather strong secondary
structures, showing long stable stems (Figure 2B), which may explain their relative
read abundance. While the sequence of the 5.8S rRNA 5’ halves is the same between
maternal- and somatic-type, the 3’ halves contain some differences: these, however,
do not alter their secondary structure, since the differences are either in the loops or
those in the stem regions seem compensated by coevolution (Figure 2B).
These conserved secondary structures of the 5.8 srRNAs may be useful in ribosome
degradation to separate 5.8S rRNA from 28S rRNA. In mature ribosomes, 5.8S
rRNA interacts with 28S rRNAs in at least three regions (28). Once the 5.8S rRNA is
cut, the 5’ srRNA only has two 28S rRNA binding regions and the 3’ srRNA one. The
self-binding secondary structure of both srRNA halves might enhance separation
from the 28S rRNA. (Figure 2C). It is unclear if and what function these specific
5.8 srRNAs might have. Following the presence of 5.8S rRNA halves throughout
embryogenesis, we observed that their relative presence is almost equal (Additional
File 2A), whereas, in eggs and in adult tissues the 5.8S 5’ half srRNA is over ~3 and
4 times more abundant than the 3’ half srRNA, respectively, which may indicate that
the 5’ half srRNA is more stable. Moreover, it is worth noting that the somatic-type 3’
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Figure 1. sRNA-seq read length distribution in zebrafish.
Bar plots showing the relative abundance of sRNA-seq read lengths (A: 5.8S rRNA; B: 18S rRNA;
C: 28S rRNA) in zebrafish eggs (blue) and adult-male whole-body (red).
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half srRNA is detected only from the latest embryonic stage, even though the somatic-type 5.8S rRNA expression starts from the 90% epiboly stage (Additional File 2A).
This means that although there is a lot of complete somatic-type 5.8S rRNA present,
no processing via 5.8S srRNA seems to occur. Similarly, although maternal-type 5.8S
rRNA is degraded during the late stages of embryogenesis, the level of 5.8S srRNA
is relatively unaffected, suggesting these srRNAs are not a byproduct of normal 5.8S
rRNA degradation.

Small 18S rRNA-derived RNAs

Both maternal- and somatic-type 18S srRNAs show a wide range of small fragments
all present in a non-distinct distribution, with the exception of a miRNA-sized distribution peak (21 nt) in maternal-type srRNA (Figure 1B). In somatic-type srRNA
this distribution peak is present at a markedly lower relative abundance. The most
abundant (29%) potential maternal-type srRNA is indeed a 21 nt fragment (Additional File 1), derived from the utmost 5’ end of the 18S rRNA (Additional File 3).
For somatic-type rRNA the most abundant (8%) 18S rRNA is the 130 nt fragment
at the utmost 5’ end of the 18S rRNA (Additional File 1). We believe that the 130 nt
fragment is the precursor of the 21 nt sequence because the 21 nt is a subsequence
of the 130 nt sequence from the 5’ of the mature 18S rRNA. Furthermore a relative
high percentage 21 nt reads is present with a low percentage 130 nt in the egg sample,
whereas in the adult sample a relatively low percentage 21 nt reads is present with a
relatively high percentage of 130 nt reads (Figure 1B).
To substantiate this, we assessed the ability of both the maternal- and somatic-type
(which differ only in 2 nucleotides) of this srRNA to form a stem-loop structure,
similar to the ability of other non-coding RNAs, such as tRNAs and snoRNAs, to
function as non-canonical precursor for the biogenesis of miRNAs (5, 29–32). In one
of the predicted structures from the in silico analysis, the 130 nt srRNA has a secondary structure consisting of a stem and a complex hinge with three smaller hairpins
(Additional File 4A) both for maternal- and somatic-type srRNA. The observed 21nt
srRNA maps to 5’ strand of the stem (Additional File 4A and Figure 3), similar to
where a miRNA originates from its precursor (33). During miRNA-processing, one
strand of the stem is preferentially selected for entry into a silencing complex (guide
strand), whereas the other strand, known as the passenger strand or miRNA* strand,
is usually degraded. As strand selection is not completely strict, miRNA* can also be
present, albeit at a lower frequency, and be active in silencing (34). We were able to
detect the 3’ strand of the stem in both samples, yet at a very low relative abundance
(Additional File 4B). In order to evaluate these miRNA-like srRNAs we analyzed
whether they could bind to the Argonaute protein (AGO) as happens in the RNA
interference (RNAi) silencing pathways. For this we analyzed the occurrence of
identical rRNA sequences in the previously published AGO-complexed small-RNA
pool of other model organisms (22, 23). Both the guide and passenger strand were
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← Figure 2. Structure and function of the 5.8S “half” srRNAs.
A. Putative secondary structure for maternal-type 5.8S rRNA (39) with the associated srRNAs
halves highlighted in yellow (5’ half srRNA) and green (3’ half srRNA). The sequence differences
from somatic-type 5.8S rRNA are shown as coloured circles (red = insertion; blue = substitution).
B. Putative secondary structure of maternal- and somatic-type 5’ half srRNA (5.8S srRNA 5’),
maternal-type 3’ half srRNA (5.8S srRNA M 3’), and somatic-type 3’ half srRNA (5.8S srRNA S
3’). Sequence differences between maternal- and somatic-type 3’ half srRNAs are highlighted in blue
(5.8S srRNA M 3’) or red (5.8S srRNA S 3’).
C. Proposed processing of the 5.8S half srRNAs: a putative riboendonuclease cuts 5.8S rRNA in
the loop, leading to the release of the 5.8S half srRNAs, which cannot interact with 28S rRNA
anymore, due to their secondary structures.
The thick black segments in the 28S rRNA lines indicate the interaction sites with 5.8S rRNA (39).

detected in the small-RNA pool that co-immunoprecipitated with AGO in mouse
and human samples, indicating that this sequence can bind to AGO, thus suggesting
that this 21 nt srRNA may behave like a miRNA in gene regulation (35) .
Through zebrafish development, this miRNA-like srRNA shows higher presence in
egg and the 64-cell stage (2 hpf) and from then on is relatively low (Additional File
2). Interestingly the relatively high presence of the non-canonical precursor in adult
is not associated with higher miRNA-like srRNA presence.
To investigate targets of this miRNA-like srRNA, we used the miRanda algorithm
(24) and obtained 532 putative target transcripts (Additional file 5A). After their
classification in Gene Ontology (GO) Biological Process, it is worth noting that
amongst the most statistically significant over-represented GO Biological Process
terms there are several involved in embryogenesis, such as: embryonic morphogenesis, gastrulation, heart development and embryonic organ development (Additional
file 5B).

Small 28S rRNA-derived RNAs

There is a clear peak at 80 nt in the length distribution of the sequencing reads mapped
to 28S rRNA in both maternal- (35%) and somatic-type (7%) RNA (Figure 1C). This
peak is essentially composed of srRNA that corresponds to the most 3’ part of the
28S rRNA molecule (Additional File 1 and Additional File 3). Five nucleotides differ
between the maternal- and somatic-type 3’ 28S srRNA (Figure 4).
As part of 28S rRNA, this sequence can form a stem-loop structure (Figure 4). Thus,
this 3’ srRNA can also reverse-complement bind to the 3’ end of another complete
28S rRNA molecule (Figure 4 and Additional File 6). As such, it may provide a
protective hairpin, which could be part of a (short) feedback loop for 28S rRNA-degradation.
Relative presence of this 80 nt sRNA is substantially higher in egg and adult tissue
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Figure 3. Proposed 18S miRNA-like srRNA biogenesis.
A fragment of ~130 nt at the utmost 5’ end of the 18S rRNA is cut and it folds into a stem-loop
structure. As a potential non-canonical miRNA precursor it may be further processed and the stem
can be loaded into an Argonaute protein. Only one strand is preferentially selected (purple) to behave
like a miRNA, while the other is usually degraded (grey).

compared to other embryonic stages (Additional File 2C). The somatic-type 28S 3’
srRNA is detected only in adult tissues (Additional File 2C), similarly to the somatic-type 5.8S 3’ half srRNA.
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Figure 4. Structure of the interactions between the 80 nt 28S srRNA and the mature
28S rRNA.
The 80 nt srRNA (green) originates from the utmost 3’ part of the 28S rRNA (grey). It can interact
with the 3’ region of the 28S rRNA forming a strong stem structure (Additional File 5).

Conclusion

Taken together, our results show that 5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNA genes each produce
one or more srRNAs. These srRNAs are present during zebrafish development and
most appear not to be generated during degradation of the associated complete
rRNAs. Besides, the degradation rate of mature cytoplasmic rRNAs is generally
undetectable in normal condition (36), as the rRNA is first fragmented by endoribonucleases and then the resulting fragments are rapidly degraded to mononucleotides
by exoribonucleases (37, 38); this implies that the srRNAs we observe are likely stable products and not the result of the regular cellular ribosome turnover. Moreover,
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although their biological significance remains obscure, some srRNA could have a
role in rRNA processing/degradation and in miRNA-like pathways.

Limitations
•
•
•

Observational study into srRNA from 5.8S, 18S, and 28S;
No functional analyses;
No in vitro validation of putative miRNA targets;

List of abbreviations
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NGS: next-generation sequencing
srRNA: small rRNA-derived RNA
miRNA: microRNA
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Introduction
Before starting my PhD I, like many biology scientists, used to picture ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) as one of the least informative parts of a cell’s RNA pool and primarily useful in phylogenetic analyses and as a reference in real-time PCR, nothing more. As a matter of fact, many commonly used RNA protocols contain an
rRNA depletion step (1), thus reinforcing the idea of rRNA as less interesting, especially in this era of high-throughput, whole-transcriptome experiments.
However, already during the first steps of the studies described in this thesis, namely
annotating all possible rRNA genes (rDNA) in the zebrafish genome, it became obvious that there was more to it than the common knowledge: rDNA displayed a specific
genomic organization, with thousands of copies of rRNA genes and considerable
sequence variation. Our eventual identification of the maternal-type and somatic-type rRNA variants, each with their distinct developmental expression pattern and
numerous sequence differences, for me reinforced the notion that rRNA research
might have been somewhat neglected by a large part of the scientific community for
too long. After all, how is it possible that such an apparent system in one of the most
studied model organisms could have gone undetected for such a long time?
After presenting my results, I had a discussion with a professor who worked in his
younger years on rRNA, but then, as was common, moved to other research topics. He was amazed by the fact that during the last thirty years, life sciences made
great strides in understanding the transcriptome’s regulation and complexity, but not
so much for rRNA. In fact, most influential studies on different variants and types
of rRNA date back to the ‘70s and the ‘80s, with the pivotal studies of Donald D.
Brown and his colleagues on 5S rRNA of Xenopus (2–9). The idea that organisms
could have distinct rRNA variants specific for cell types and developmental stages
was not limited only to 5S rRNA, since the discovery that the parasite Plasmodium
expresses different 18S and 28S rRNA variants during its life cycle (10, 11). Yet, over
the following years, this topic moved out of the spotlight. However, after the publication of the ribosome filter hypothesis by Vincent Mauro and Gerald Edelman (12)
in 2002, in which rRNA plays an important role, there have been published many
studies in different model organisms tackling rRNA heterogeneity (13–23).

6

It is no coincidence that this happened at the same time as the introduction of
next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies. Whole-genome and whole-transcriptome sequencing has dramatically increased the possibilities to study the
expression of low-abundant transcripts or to identify sequence variants in the
RNA pool (24, 25). This is why we found in NGS a valuable and efficient tool
for our study on zebrafish rRNA. Moreover, the power of NGS allowed us to perform both small RNA-seq and RNA-seq on single zebrafish embryos.
The primary aim of our project was to discover any developmentally related rRNA
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variants in zebrafish and, as illustrated in the previous chapters, we were quite successful in that respect, having established maternal- and somatic-type rRNAs. However, it feels like we just scratched the surface of rRNA variability and complexity,
because many questions and challenges remain.

Genomic architecture and transcription of rDNA
in zebrafish
Maternal-type and somatic-type rRNA variants

In the zebrafish genome there are many sequence-distinct rRNA variant genes that
have specific expression patterns according to the developmental stage of this organism. In fact, almost all of the rRNAs present in the zebrafish egg originate from just
some of these variant genes, while different genes are the source for all the rRNAs in
the adult fish. We named the former “maternal-type rRNAs” and the latter “somatic-type rRNAs”. As introduced in Chapter 1, the existence of two developmentally
regulated rRNA types was known for the 5S rRNA in Xenopus and different fishes (6,
7, 16, 26–29), but in this thesis we showed for the first time not only an equivalent
system for the 5S rRNA in zebrafish, but also for 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNAs, which
are processed from a 45S pre-rRNA.

Chromosomal localization of maternal-type and somatic-type rRNA
genes
Maternal-type and somatic-type 5S rDNA are organized in clusters of tandem repeats
spread on different chromosomes: maternal-type 5S rRNA genes are located in one major
cluster on chromosome 4 and in a minor cluster on chromosome 22, for a total of about
2,300 copies, whereas somatic-type 5S rRNA genes are in one cluster on chromosome
18 and a single copy on chromosome 1, for a total of 13 copies (30, 31).
In contrast, in the current zebrafish genome assembly (GRCz10), there
are no multiple copies of the 45S maternal-type and somatic-type rDNA
units, but just a single complete occurrence. In detail, the maternal-type 45S
rDNA is on chromosome 4 and the somatic-type on chromosome 5 (32).
The co-localization of maternal-type 5S and 45S genes on the same chromosome
arm is worth mentioning. In fact, genes for 5S and 45S genes are usually found in
different chromosomes, as in human (33) and in most fish species (34). So, it seems
that chromosome 4 in zebrafish acts like a maternal-type rRNA locus, especially
considering that the arm that carries these rRNA genes contains a relatively low
number of protein-coding genes (35). This could be an effective way to regulate the
maternal-type rRNA, as explained in the next paragraph.
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Transcriptional regulation of rRNA types during zebrafish development

In Chapter 3 and 4 we showed how the expression of maternal- and somatic-type
rRNA changes during zebrafish development, from unfertilized egg to male and
female adult: the maternal-type rRNA is steadily replaced by the somatic-type rRNA.
Our findings suggest that somatic-type rRNAs are amongst the first transcripts to
be expressed during the zygotic genome activation (ZGA), which in zebrafish happens around the 64-cells stage (2 hours post fertilization) (36). The clearance of all
maternal-type rRNAs around three days post fertilization is probably achieved by
active degradation, as rRNA is usually stable for days (37, 38). At the same time, the
maternal rRNA genes are silenced; for 5S rRNA genes this happens probably by the
rearrangement of chromatin into a repressive state, leading to an almost complete
inactivation in adult cells. In adult Xenopus, the 5S maternal-type locus is found in
heterochromatin (39), with a main repressive role exerted by histone H1 (40). Even
in other organisms, in which the existence of maternal-type and somatic-type rRNA
has not been investigated yet, many copies of rRNA genes are silenced through specific chromatin structures regulated by different histone modifications (41).
We believe that chromatin rearrangement may also play an important role in the
maternal rRNA genes repression in adult zebrafish. In fact, chromosome 4, where
maternal rDNA is located (30–32), is known for its extensive heterochromatic state
(35).

Differences between maternal-type and somatic-type rRNA

6

It is noteworthy how different the maternal-type and somatic-type rRNAs are, both
in terms of genomic organization of their respective genes as well as in nucleotide
sequence. Regarding the latter aspect, the differences between maternal-type and
somatic-type 5S and 5.8S rRNA sequences exceed those observed with other distantly-related species (Table 1); such a heterogeneity in the same organism of a genetic
product that is thought be very conserved (42, 43) is quite remarkable.

A third rRNA type?

In the zebrafish genome, in addition to maternal-type and somatic-type 45S rDNA,
there is a third type that we labelled “unexpressed”. It has three, almost identical
gene copies on chromosome 4 and its sequence is peculiar in having features of both
maternal- and somatic-type (Table 2).
The presence of the mature unexpressed-type rRNAs is extremely low
in all the samples we analyzed and it is uncertain if their level of expres-
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rRNA
ZF somatic vs ZF maternal
ZF somatic vs Xenopus
ZF somatic vs Mouse
ZF vs Human

5S
8
9
6
6

Difference (%)
5.8S
18S
7
8
4
9
4
14
4
11

28S
13
17
22
27

Table 1 Zebrafish rRNA types sequences compared to each other and to other species.
Xenopus 5S is the somatic-type.

sion varies during zebrafish development, as virtually all the sequencing reads are taken up by maternal-type and/or somatic-type rRNAs.
Our hypothesis is that the expression of unexpressed-type rRNAs is tissue or celltype specific. Preliminary results from different zebrafish tissues seem to indicate
that unexpressed-type rRNAs might be related to testis, but further investigation is
needed.

Occurrence of rRNA types in other species

In Chapter 3 we discovered the existence of maternal-type and somatic-type 5S
rRNA in zebrafish and we were also able to confirm their existence in Xenopus laevis,
as this was first established during the pre-NGS era (6, 26). Since we, for the first
time, discovered a similar system for 18S, 5.8S and 28S, we also tried to identify a
maternal-type and somatic-type for these rRNAs in Xenopus. Unexpectedly, we could
not find evidence of any maternal-type 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA in Xenopus eggs,
as all rRNAs originate only from one variant in the genome. This seems also to be
the case for other closely related fish species, such as the common carp (Cyprinus
carpio), which belongs to the same family of zebrafish (Cyprinidae). More ad-hoc
experimentations are needed, but these preliminary results suggest that the presence

rRNA
Unexpressed vs Maternal
Unexpressed vs Somatic

6

Difference (%)
5.8S
18S
28S
7
3
14
0
9
10

Table 2 Zebrafish unexpressed-type rRNA sequences compared to maternal-type and
somatic-type rRNA.
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of a maternal-type 18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNA would be exclusive to zebrafish. This
seems quite a biological puzzle. To be able to solve it, firstly, 45S transcription units in
genomes should be more carefully annotated to allow for comparative studies and the
identification of variants (44). Then, with a proper rRNA database, finding maternal-type and somatic-types in other organisms would be an easier task.

Function
Since variation observed between the zebrafish rRNA types is substantial, it might
affect ribosome biogenesis, structure and function at different levels.

DNA

6

First, the observed sequence differences could affect the way rRNA genes are transcribed, through the binding of transcription factors (TFs). For example, transcription
of 5S rRNA is started by the binding of some specific TFs (TFIIIA,TFIIIB, TFIIIC)
to an Internal Control Region (ICR) inside the 5S gene (45). In Xenopus, despite
differences in the sequences of the two types, TFIIIA binds to the ICR of both with
equal affinity. TFIIIC, however, preferentially binds to and stabilizes the complex of
TFIIIA on the somatic-type genes (46, 47) . Thus, the differential transcription of the
two 5S rRNA types during early development could, at least in part, be due to different binding strength of those transcription factors (as explained in the previous paragraph, the principal mediator of 5S rRNA gene transcription in later development
would be chromatin structure). We do not know if the same happens for 5S rRNA
genes in zebrafish, but it is worth noting that some differences between the sequence
of the two types lies in the region were TFIIIA and TFIIIC are known to bind (14, 48).
Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful in identifying the promoters of maternal-type
and somatic-type 45S rRNA genes, especially since only one complete transcription
unit can be found for both of them in the zebrafish genome, making it difficult to exactly
determine their boundaries. Moreover, we believe upstream of the maternal-type 45S
rRNA genes, there should be a specific sequence that enables this DNA sequence (and
not the somatic-type) for DNA amplification in eggs as seen in Chapter 4.
Furthermore, differences in the rDNA sequence between the two types can
affect integration of mobile genetic elements. In fact, in many eukaryotic
species, several rDNA units are disrupted by transposable elements highly
specialized for insertion into specific sites within the rRNA genes (49).
In zebrafish there are two families of retrotransposons, called R2 and Mutsu that
recognize and integrate into specific target sequences of the 28S and 5S rRNA
gene, respectively (50). Unlike the target sequences of the R2 retrotransposons
on the 28S rRNA gene, the ones of the Mutsu on the 5S rRNA gene show six
nucleotide differences between maternal-type and somatic-type. In Chapter 3, we
showed that these nucleotide differences probably have a relation with the evolu-
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tion of different Mutsu subfamilies, which target either maternal-type or somatic-type. Besides, the maternal-type Mutsu subfamilies have still the potential to
propagate, whereas those of the somatic-type appear to be inactive (31).
As mobile elements have been proven to carry functional 5S rRNA genes (51, 52)
we propose that the active maternal-type Mutsu retrotransposons might have been
evolutionary involved in achieving and maintaining the needed high gene copy
number of maternal-type 5S rDNA, while preserving the limited gene copy number
of somatic-type 5S rDNA (53, 54). In fact, one function of the sequence difference
between maternal-type and somatic-type 5S rRNA genes could be that the different
target sequence in the somatic-type genes obstructs new retrotransposon integrations,
thus stabilizing the somatic-type 5S rRNA locus.

rRNA processing

The internal transcribed spacers that separate 18S from 5.8S (ITS1) and 5.8S from
28S (ITS2) in the 45S pre-rRNA transcript have an important role in its processing in
eukaryotes (55–57). In particular, their secondary structures guide the internal cuts
that release mature rRNAs (58, 59). Even while ITSs were beyond the scope of this
thesis, we noticed sequence heterogeneity between the rRNA types in these regions
too, suggesting different secondary structures. The variation between maternal-type
and somatic-type ITSs might lead to a specific pre-rRNA processing, thus conditioning its efficiency or velocity.

RNA structure

Analyzing the rRNA types’ sequence differences in the context of the RNA
secondary structures, we observed that the majority, especially for the longer rRNAs (18S and 28S), lies in the expansion segments (ESs, see Chapter 4).
They are found in both stems and loops but, in the case of the former, the variations are often compensated by co-mutation, thus preserving the structure.
In any case, few, yet significant differences can be found in rRNA regions that have a
specific role in translation, like the peptidyl transferase center (PTC), a region of 28S
rRNA that, as a proper ribozyme, forms peptide bonds between adjacent amino acids
(60). The PTC sequence is evolutionally-conserved to such an extent that even two
distantly related species like zebrafish (somatic-type) and human share the identical
sequence. Maternal-type PTC, however, has a one-nucleotide difference, U3780C as
compared to the somatic-type. This is noteworthy, as even a single difference in such
a conserved region can lead to altered translational activity (60–64).
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mRNA filtering

According to the “ribosome filtering hypothesis” (12, 65, 66), one way ribosomes
can filter which transcripts to translate, is via interactions between the mRNA
and rRNAs. Specifically, 18S rRNA is known for its ability to bind the 5’ UTR of
mRNAs (67, 68), through complementary regions known as “sticky regions” (69). In
Chapter 4, we identified and focused on two of these regions in zebrafish 18S rRNA
that show ample variations between maternal-type and somatic-type.
With an in-silico approach we showed that, potentially, maternal-type and somatic-type 18S can interact differently with maternally-deposited transcripts and zygotic
mRNAs. Our speculation is that, in this way, the ribosomes can discriminate and
select which mRNAs need to be translated during development, adding a new layer
of controlling gene expression.

Ribosomal Protein interactions

Differences in the nucleotide sequence of the rRNA could also alter their
binding to ribosomal proteins and factors. In fact, the binding of ribosomal
proteins to the rRNAs is determined not only by interactions with rRNA
structural motifs, but also by recognition of specific sequences (70–72).
In X. laevis, for example, somatic-type 5S rRNA, due to its six-nucleotide difference to the maternal-type, has a higher affinity for the ribosomal protein
L5 (73). This is important during oogenesis, when somatic-type 5S rRNA
is rapidly integrated into the ribosome, while maternal-type is stored (see
Chapter 3, where we propose a similar system for zebrafish 5S rRNA).
While it has not been tested in our studies, it is likely that maternal-type and somatic-type rRNAs can recruit different ribosomal proteins and/or bind them with different affinity. In the future, purification and characterization of the ribosomal protein
from egg and adult zebrafish ribosomes will help in solving this matter.

6

Conclusion: rRNA types and “specialized ribosomes”.
The concept of ribosome heterogeneity has been known since the 1970’s, where
ribosomes purified from bacteria showed diversity in ribosomal protein composition
(74). However, during the last decade, evidence has accumulated that ribosomes can
differ in their protein content as well as their rRNA content, triggering researchers in
the field to formulate the concept of “specialized ribosomes” (75–78). According to
these new ideas, the greatly varying composition of the ribosome over different cell
types and developmental states, indicates a specific role during translation, thereby
providing an additional way of spatiotemporal control over gene expression. Being
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Figure 1 Different levels of regulation that can lead to specialized ribosomes.
Schematic representation of variations that can occur in rRNA and ribosomal proteins. Abbreviations:
RP, ribosomal protein; PTM, post-translational modification

complex molecular machines, specialized ribosomes can be achieved through various
mechanisms (Figure 1), but so far most scientific attention has been focused on ribosomal protein variation (76, 79–81). In mice, for example, tissue-specific variation of
ribosomal protein Rpl38 expression levels is linked to translational regulation of a
subset of Homeobox genes, which are fundamental during early mammalian development (82).
However, the primary catalytic function of the ribosome, i.e. catalysis of a
peptide-bond, is performed by rRNA without the direct involvement of ribosomal proteins (60, 83). Therefore, variations in rRNA sequence and structure
could serve as a first and effective step to build specialized ribosomes.
Previous studies linked the existence of rRNA heterogeneity to a specialized
function, primarily in diverse species of the genus Plasmodium (10, 11, 84–86).
Different types of rRNA are expressed during this parasites complex life cycle,
suggesting that different rRNAs provide unique properties to the ribosomes of
Plasmodium. For instance, differences in the GTPase center have been demonstrated to cause fundamental changes in the biology of the organism (87).
The existence of maternal-type and somatic-type rRNAs in zebrafish, suggests that a
similar system is present in the development of higher eukaryotes. In the first stages
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of development the repertoire of mRNAs changes drastically, with transcripts from
maternal origin being replaced by zygotic mRNAs during the “maternal-to zygotic-transition” (36, 88). Our findings strongly suggest the existence of specialized
maternal and somatic ribosomes in zebrafish and it is fascinating to speculate that
their presence is linked to the specific needs of maternal or zygotic mRNAs, especially during (embryonic) development, where both ribosome types are present.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The aim of this thesis is defined as the discovery and analysis of variant 5S and 45S
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) types in Zebrafish development. Therefore, the first part
of this chapter is dedicated to an extensive review of the current knowledge on the
biogenesis of the ribosome, its components and its functions. Also, the concept that
rRNAs can have sequence heterogeneity is introduced. The reasons of the choice
for the model organism to be analyzed, zebrafish, and its embryogenesis are briefly
discussed. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) was chosen as the main technical
approach, but standard laboratory protocols needed to be adjusted for the analysis of
rRNA, and an explanation is presented here. Finally, an outline of the thesis and its
results are given.

Chapter 2: Improving small RNA-seq by using a
synthetic spike-in set for size-range quality control together with a set for data normalization
In our experience with NGS of small RNA (sRNA), sRNA-seq, we encountered
two main challenges: how to check the size distribution of isolated sRNAs, given
the sensitive size-selection steps in the library preparation protocol, and how to normalize data between samples, given the low complexity of sRNA types. To address
these challenges, we here propose two separate sets of synthetic RNA spike-ins for
monitoring size-selection and for performing data normalization in sRNA-seq. The
size-range quality control (SRQC) spike-in set, consisting of 11 oligoribonucleotides
(10–70 nucleotides), was tested by intentionally altering the size-selection protocol
and verified via several comparative experiments. We demonstrate that the SRQC set
is useful to reproducibly track down biases that can occur during the size-selection
steps of sRNA-seq. The external reference for data-normalization (ERDN) spike-in
set, consisting instead of 19 oligoribonucleotides (25 nucleotides), was developed
for sample-to-sample normalization in differential-expression analysis of sRNA-seq
data. Testing and applying the ERDN set showed that it can reproducibly detect
differential expression. We used the knowledge acquired during the development of
these controls to establish a reproducible protocol for sRNA-seq.
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Chapter 3: Linking maternal and somatic 5S rRNA
types with different sequence-specific non-LTR
retrotransposons
It is known that some eukaryotic species have two 5S rRNA types defined by their
predominant expression in oogenesis or adult tissue. Our sRNA-seq study on zebrafish egg, embryo and adult tissue, identified a maternal-type 5S rRNA that is exclusively accumulated during oogenesis, replaced throughout the embryogenesis by a
somatic-type, and thus virtually absent in adult somatic tissue. The maternal-type
5S rDNA contains several thousands of gene copies on chromosome 4 in tandem
repeats with small intergenic spacers, whereas the somatic-type is present in only
12 gene copies on chromosome 18 with large intergenic spacers. We propose that
the nine-nucleotide variation between the two 5S rRNA types likely affects TFIII
binding and riboprotein L5 binding, probably leading to storage of maternal-type
rRNA, as shown before in Xenopus. Remarkably, the majority of these sequence differences are located at the sequence-specific target-site for genome integration by the
5S rRNA-specific Mutsu retrotransposon family. Thus, we could define maternaland somatic-type MutsuDr subfamilies. Furthermore, we identified four additional
maternal-type and two new somatic-type MutsuDr subfamilies, each with their own
target sequence. This target-site specificity, frequently intact maternal-type retrotransposon elements, plus specific presence of Mutsu retrotransposon RNA and piRNA
in egg and adult tissue, suggest an involvement of retrotransposons in achieving the
differential copy number of the two types of 5S rDNA loci.

Chapter 4: Expression of Distinct Maternal and
Somatic 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA Types during
Zebrafish Development
We report here the discovery of maternal- and somatic-types for the 45S rDNA elements: 5.8S, 18S, and 28S, similar to what we previously found for 5S. The maternal-type 5.8S, 18S and 28S rRNA sequences differ substantially from those of the
somatic-type, plus the maternal-type rRNAs are also replaced by the somatic-type
rRNAs during embryogenesis. We discuss the structural and functional implications
of the observed sequence differences with respect to the translational functions of the
5.8S, 18S, and 28S rRNA elements. Finally, in silico evidence suggests that two expansion segments (ES) in 18S rRNA, previously implicated in the ribosome – mRNA
interaction, for each rRNA type may have a preference for interacting with specific
mRNA genes. Taken together, these findings indicate that two distinct types of ribosomes exist in zebrafish during development, each likely conducting the translation
machinery in a unique way.
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Chapter 5: Identifying small RNAs derived from
maternal- and somatic-type rRNAs in Zebrafish
Development
In this chapter, we used sRNA-seq data obtained from various zebrafish developmental stages, to systematically investigate small RNAs originating from rRNAs (srRNAs) of maternal- or somatic-type 18S, 5.8S and 28S. We identified new srRNAs for
each rRNA. For 5.8S, we found srRNA consisting of the 5’ or 3’ halves, with only
the latter having a different sequence for the maternal- and somatic-types. For 18S,
we discovered a 21 nt srRNA from the 5’ end of 18S rRNA that shows a striking
resemblance to microRNAs as it is likely processed from a stem-loop precursor and
also present in human and mouse Argonaute-complexed small RNA. For 28S, an
abundant 80 nt srRNA from the 3’ end of the 28S rRNA was found. The expression
levels during embryogenesis of these srRNsA indicate that they are likely not generated from rRNA degradation and thus might have a functional role in the zebrafish
development.

Chapter 6: Conclusion
Finally, our findings are critically discussed. We present hypotheses on the transcriptional regulation of maternal- and somatic-type rRNAs during zebrafish development and on how their sequence differences might influence ribosome biogenesis,
structure and function at different levels. Moreover, we focus on some preliminary
results from our studies, like the presence of an unexpressed rRNA type in the zebrafish genome and the comparison with other vertebrate species. At the end of the chapter, developmentally-regulated rRNA types are put in the context of the “specialized
ribosomes” theory.
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Hoofdstuk 1: Inleiding
Het doel van dit proefschrift is gedefinieerd als ‘het ontdekken van variant-5S en
-45S ribosomaal RNA (rRNA) types in de embryonale ontwikkeling van de zebravis.
Het eerste deel van dit hoofdstuk bestaat daarom uit een uitgebreid overzicht van de
huidige kennis op het gebied van de biogenese van het ribosoom, zijn componenten
en functies. Ook wordt het concept dat rRNAs sequentie heterogeniteit kunnen
vertonen geïntroduceerd. Kort worden de redenen besproken waarom zebravis als
modelorganisme is gekozen en de zebravis embryogenese. Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is gekozen als de belangrijkste technologie om de analyses uit te voeren,
waarbij echter de standaard laboratorium protocollen moesten worden aangepast om
rRNA te kunnen analyseren; de reden hiervoor zal worden gepresenteerd. Tenslotte
wordt een samenvatting van het proefschrift en de bereikte resultaten gegeven.

Hoofdstuk 2: Het verbeteren van small RNA-seq
door het gebruik van een synthetische spike-in
set voor kwaliteitscontrole op lengte-spreiding
samen met een set voor data normalisatie
In NGS van small RNA (sRNA), sRNA-seq, zijn we tegen twee problemen aangelopen: hoe kunnen we, gegeven de gevoeligheid van de lengte-selectie stappen in het
protocol dat gebruikt wordt voor het maken van de sequentie library, de lengtespreiding van de geïsoleerde sRNAs controleren en: hoe moeten we de data tussen samples
normaliseren gegeven de lage complexiteit van sRNA types. Om deze problemen op
te lossen hebben we twee afzonderlijke sets van synthetische RNA spike-ins ontworpen om de lengtespreiding te kunnen volgen en om data normalisatie in sRNA-seq
uit te kunnen voeren. De spike-in set voor lengtespreiding (size-range quality control,
SRQC) bestaat uit 11 oligoribonucleotiden (10-70 nucleotiden), is getest door op
gecontroleerde wijze het lengte-selectie protocol te veranderen en is geverifieerd met
behulp van verschillende vergelijkende experimenten. We laten zien dat de SRQC
set gebruikt kan worden om op reproduceerbare wijze bias op te sporen die tijdens
de lengte-selectie in sRNA-seq kan ontstaan. De spike-in set die ontworpen is als
een externe referentie ten behoeve van data normalisatie (ERDN) bestaat uit 19 oligoribonucleotiden, elk bestaand uit 25 nucleotiden en is bedoeld voor tussen-sample
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normalisatie in differentiële expressie analyse van sRNA-seq data. Het testen en
toepassen van de ERDN set laat zien dat met deze set differentiële expressie reproduceerbaar kan worden vastgesteld. We hebben de kennis die door de ontwikkeling van
deze controles is opgedaan gebruikt om een reproduceerbaar protocol voor sRNAseq op te stellen.

Hoofdstuk 3: Een verband tussen maternale en
somatische 5S rRNA types met verschillende sequentie-specifieke non-LTR retrotransposons
Van sommige eukaryotische soorten is het bekend dat deze twee 5S rRNA types
hebben die worden gedefinieerd doordat deze voornamelijk of in de oögenese, of
in volwassen weefsel tot expressie komen. In onze sRNA-seq studie van zebravis
ei, embryo en volwassen weefsel hebben we een maternaal 5S rRNA type geïdentificeerd dat exclusief wordt geaccumuleerd gedurende oögenese, dat gedurende
de embryogenese vervangen wordt door een somatisch type en nagenoeg volledig
afwezig is in volwassen somatisch weefsel. Het maternale 5S rDNA komt als enkele
duizenden gen-kopieën voor op chromosoom 4, welke georganiseerd zijn in tandem
repeats met korte intergene spacers, terwijl het somatische type slechts aanwezig is
als 12 gen-kopieën op chromosoom 18 met lange intergene spacers. We poneren dat
de variatie van negen nucleotiden tussen de twee 5S rRNA types waarschijnlijk de
binding met TFIII en riboproteïne L5 beïnvloedt en leidt tot het opslaan van maternaal rRNA, zoals eerder voor Xenopus is aangetoond. Opmerkelijk genoeg bevindt de
meerderheid van deze sequentieverschillen zich op de sequentie specifieke target-site
voor genoom integratie van de 5S rRNA-specifieke Mutsu retrotransposon familie.
Op deze wijze hebben we maternaal-type en somatisch-type MutsuDr subfamilies
kunnen definiëren. Bovendien hebben we vier additionele maternaal-type en twee
nieuwe somatisch-type MutsuDr subfamilies geïdentificeerd, elk met hun eigen target sequentie. Deze specificiteit naar target site, de veelal intacte maternaal-type retrotransposon elementen, plus de specifieke aanwezigheid van Mutsu retrotransposon
RNA en piRNA in ei en volwassen weefsel suggereert dat retrotransposons betrokken
zijn bij de totstandkoming van het verschillende copy number van de twee types 5S
rDNA loci.
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Hoofdstuk 4: Expressie van de specifiek maternale en somatische 5.8S, 18S en 28S rRNA types
gedurende zebravis ontwikkeling
Hier wordt de ontdekking van maternale en somatische types voor 45S rDNA
elementen gerapporteerd: 5.8S, 18S, en 28S types, zoals we deze eerder voor 5S
gevonden hebben. De maternaal-type 5.8S, 18S en 28S rRNA sequenties verschillen
aanzienlijk van het somatische type, en evenals bij 5S worden ook deze maternale
type rRNAs gedurende embryogenese door somatische type rRNA vervangen. De
structurele en functionele implicaties van de geobserveerde sequentieverschillen met
betrekking tot de functies die de 5.8S, 18S, en 28S rRNA elementen bij translatie
vervullen worden besproken. Tenslotte wordt met een in silico aanpak een aanwijzing
gevonden dat twee expansie segmenten (ES) in 18s rRNA, waarvan eerder al gerapporteerd is dat deze betrokken zijn bij de ribosoom - mRNA interactie, mogelijk voor
ieder rRNA type een eigen voorkeur hebben om met specifieke mRNA genen te interacteren. Samengevat geeft dit onderzoek aan dat er gedurende zebravis ontwikkeling
twee verschillende types ribosomen voorkomen, die waarschijnlijk elk de translatie
machinerie op een unieke wijze aansturen.

Hoofdstuk 5: Identificatie van small RNAs afkomstig van maternaal- en somatisch-type rRNAs in
zebravis ontwikkeling
In dit hoofdstuk hebben we sRNA-seq data afkomstig uit verschillende zebravis
ontwikkelingsstadia gebruikt om small RNAs die afkomstig zijn van rRNAs (srRNAs)
van maternaal- of somatisch-type 18S, 5.8S en 28S systematisch te onderzoeken.
We hebben voor elk rRNA nieuwe srRNAs geïdentificeerd. Voor 5.8S hebben we
srRNA gevonden dat uit de 5’ of 3’ helft bestaat, waarbij alleen de laatste verschilt
voor wat betreft sequentie voor maternaal- en somatisch type. Voor 18S hebben we
een 21 nt srRNA ontdekt die komt uit het 5’ einde van het 18S rRNA. Dit srRNA
vertoont een opvallende gelijkenis met miRNAs, wordt waarschijnlijk middels een
stem-loop structuur gemaakt en is bovendien aanwezig in humaan en muis Argonaut-gebonden small RNA. Voor 28S hebben we een veelvoorkomend 80 nt srRNA
gevonden, afkomstig uit het 3’ einde van het 28S rRNA. De expressieniveau‘s van
al deze srRNAs gedurende embryogenese suggereren dat ze waarschijnlijk niet het
resultaat van rRNA degradatie zijn en daarmee vermoedelijk een functionele rol in
zebravis ontwikkeling hebben.
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Hoofdstuk 6: Tot besluit
Tenslotte volgt een kritische discussie van de resultaten van ons onderzoek. We geven
een aantal hypotheses over de transcriptionele regulatie van maternaal- en somatisch-type rRNAs gedurende zebravis ontwikkeling en over hoe de sequentieverschillen tussen deze rRNAs de ribosoom biogenese, de structuur en functie op verschillende
niveaus zou kunnen beïnvloeden. Ook belichten we enkele voorlopige resultaten uit
ons onderzoek, zoals de aanwezigheid van een niet tot expressie komend rRNA type
in het zebravis genoom en een vergelijking met andere gewervelde soorten. Aan het
einde van dit hoofdstuk worden de ontwikkelings-gereguleerde rRNA types in de
context geplaatst van de ”specialized ribosomes” theorie.
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